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kit reviews
galore!

INDIAN bliss
LOCO ON TOUR - Moroccan score
DEAN DUNBAR'S big 'un
SUP WOOF with Clare Poyser
LOVIN' LIFE in Lanza
LAND PADDLE special
+ SUP Yoga
CHELMER & Blackwater
Navigation guide
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ALL ROUND
12’0”X
12’0”X
12’0”X
11’2”X
10’5”X

SURF

36” ATLAS EXTRA
33” ATLAS
32” BIG EASY
30” BLEND
30” DRIVE

SURF PRO

BIG BONE

9’8” X 29” PRO
8’5” X 29” PRO
8’0” X 29” PRO
8’0” X 28” PRO
7’7” X 27” PRO
WIDE POINT
10’5” X 32” WIDE POINT 7’4 X 25.5” PRO
9’5” X 32” WIDE POINT 7’1” X 24” PRO
8’10” X 32” WIDE POINT
8’2” X 32” WIDE POINT
7’8” X 32” WIDE POINT
11’2” X 36” AVANTI
10’0” X 34” WHOPPER
9’0” X 33” HERO

SURF FISH
8’8” X 31.5” AIR
7’10” X 31.5”AIR
7’10” X 30” AIR
7’4” X 28.5” AIR

SURF 30”
11’2” X 30” NUT
9’5” X 29” NUT
9’0” X 28.5”NUT
10’0” X 30” NOSE RIDER
9’8” X 30” ELEMENT
9’5” X 30” CONVERSE+
9’0” X 30” CONVERSE
8’5” X 30” POCKET ROCKET





 







BORN
BORN
BORN
BORN

DOWNWIND
14’0” X 28” ALL
14’0” X 25” ALL
14’0” X 23” ALL
12’6” X 28” ALL
12’6” X 26” ALL
12’6” X 25” ALL
12’6” X 24” ALL

STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR

FLAT WATER
UNLIMITED
14’0” X 23” SPRINT
12’6” X 25” SPRINT
17’6” X 23” SPRINT
(UNLIMITED)

ALL WATER
14’0” X 27” RACE
14’0” X 25” RACE
12’6” X 27.5 RACE
12’6” X 25.5”RACE
14’0” X 25” ACE
14’0” X 23.5”ACE
12’6” X 25” ACE
12’6” X 24” ACE
17’4” X 27” ACE GT

EXPLORING
14’0” X 30” ELITE TOURING
12’6” X 31.5” ELITE TOURING
12’6” X 30” ELITE TOURING
11’6” X 29.5” ELITE TOURING
10’6” X 29.5” POCKET TOURING
9’6” X 29.5” POCKET TOURING
12’2” X 32” FREERIDE XL
12’2” X 30” FREERIDE
11’6” X 29.5” PADDLE FOR HOPE
11’2” X 39” FISHERMAN
10’5” X 35” HYBRID








ASTRO
INFLATABLE
RACER

14’0” X 26” ASTRO RACER
12’6” X 26” ASTRO RACER

EXPLORING

16’0” X 32”
14’0” X 31”
12’6” X 31”
11’6” X 30”

ALLROUND

12’0” X 33”
11’2” X 32”
10’5” X 30”
10’0” X 35”
9’0” X 30”
8’2” X 32”

SPECIALTY

11’2” X 40”
11’2” X 40”
11’2” X 40”
11’2” X 40”
11’2” X 32”
10’0” X 35”
9’6” X 36”








KIDS
10’6”X 24” ALL STAR JR.
10’6”X 25” ASTRO JR.
8’0” X 28” ASTRO TIKI
7’4” X 25.5” PRO (KID)

ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO

UNLIMITED
TOURING
TOURING
TOURING

ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO

ATLAS
BLEND
DRIVE
WHOPPER
CONVERSE
WIDE POINT

ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO
ASTRO

FISHERMAN
TENDER
EXPLORER
YOGA 40
YOGA CROSS OVER
YOGA DASHAMA
STREAM
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editor’s note

Welcome to the
first SUP Mag
UK of 2015!

004 Interview

Jo Hamilton-Vale

As many will no doubt be aware this is one of four –
we’re increasing the number published (by one) based
on 2014’s unprecedented response and support. Thank
you! We hope to carry on delivering all that UK SUP
goodness and stoke.

010 SUP Yoga

Yogis stand up by Gerry Broom

016 Morocco

Loco SUP on tour by Joe Thwaites

With that in mind I’m going to put it out there (again)
about getting in contact with all your awesome UK SUP
stories, articles and pics. Our aim is to provide a platform
for you and as such we’re keen to feature stand up
paddling content from all areas of UK SUP. It could be
something obvious, such as a paddle surfing travel story,
or equally it could be something completely off the wall
and quirky – your call.

022 First surfing strokes

Tackling your first wave by Rob Small

028 Lovin’ life in Lanza
Family ties by Tez Plavenieks

032 Blind man at play

Blind SUP part 2 by Dean Dunbar

The best thing is to holla and see whether we think your
story idea would fit. You can contact me directly via
tez@standuppaddlemag.co.uk. Worth keeping in mind
before you all start bashing away emails though: any
article submitted needs to be accompanied by suitably
high quality, full size, high resolution photographs – after
all, it’s these which make each story killer.

036 Essex’s hidden treasure

The Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation

040 Mind, body and soul

The mental bonuses of SUP by Simon Hutchinson

My inbox is crammed full with amazing ideas for articles
but more often than not it’s the lack of images that
prohibit these features from seeing the light of day. I’m
not expecting everyone to fork out for a professional
photographer – in fact with action cams so prevalent
these days it’s arguably never been easier to curate your
pics. However, if you did pitch a story that uses GoPro
images, then make sure these are accompanied with a
batch of standard images shot with a normal camera.
Hopefully that makes sense but you can always check by
tapping me up. Likewise if you’re a brand or company who
has a foot in the UK SUP market then we’d also be keen to
hear from you – so get in touch.

044 Land locked

The mind of the Inland SUP surfer by Chris Kenyon

046 India dreaming

The surf and backwaters by Manu Bouvet

056 Doggy style

SUPing with your hound by Clare Poyser

060 Concrete Jungle

Land paddling by Tez Plavenieks

066 Interview
Marie Buchanan

072 Gear shed
Editor

Advertising sales

Tez Plavenieks
tez@standuppaddlemag.co.uk
www.standuppaddlemag.co.uk
https://twitter.com/tezwoz

Anne Egan
Tel: (01480) 465081
advertising@thepaddler.co.uk

Note all contributors: next issue is May 2015 with a deadline
of submissions on April 10th. Technical Information:
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word file with 800-1200
words, emailed to submissions@standuppaddlemag.co.uk.
Images should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word file or
if preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag UK
encourages contributions of any nature but reserves the right to
edit to the space available. Opinions expressed in this magazine
are not necessarily those of the publishing parent company, 2b
Graphic Design. The publishing of an advertisement in SUP Mag
UK does not necessarily mean that the parent company, 2b
Graphic Design, endorse the company, item or service
advertised. All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and
all rights are reserved. Reproduction without prior permission
from the editor is forbidden.

Design
Peter Tranter

Print
Impressions Print & Label
http://printandlabel.com
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Although air temperatures are still on the lower side
currently, there’s light at the end of the tunnel and spring
is just a sniff away. If you’ve been hibernating over the
last few months then now’s the time to dust down your
gear in anticipation of a new stand up paddling season –
it’s going to be a banger!
Tez Plavenieks, Mar 2015
tez@standuppaddlemag.co.uk
@tezwoz
Thanks to the following for helping make the latest
issue of SUP Mag UK a reality:
Gary Evans, Simon Hutchinson, Gerry Broom, Keith Wraight,
Anni Riddsill-Smith, Dean Dunbar, Rob Small, Joe Thwaites,
Haley Parker, Jo Hamilton-Vale, Marie Buchanan, Manu
Bouvert, Simon Jeffrey, Mike Smith, Jay Manning, Christian
Diaz, Fi Plavenieks, Daniel Plavenieks, Alan Taylor, Simon
Dunton, Clare Poyser, Chris Kenyon plus all the brands and
companies who submitted kit for review and support the mag.
Cover shot. Marie Buchanan by Joseph Bishop
Contents shot. Manu Bouvet by Pierre Bouras

Passion,
commitment
and drive
Jo Hamilton-Vale
Interview: Sup Mag UK
Lead photo: Tomas Januska
Other pics: Jo Hamilton-Vale & Dave White

Te l l u s h o w y o u g o t i n t o s t a n d u p
paddling. What appealed to you
about the sport?
Almost three years ago I was in Melbourne and was struggling
to find something to do. I saw an advertisement for SUP
lessons, so I took one. Once I got home I bought a board and
paddled a few times but I got bored of leisurely paddling. At
the end of 2012 I was introduced to racing – and then I was
hooked.

We know you enjoy a good race but
do you participate in other areas
of the sport?
When I am on my board it is only to race or train. I am a
naturally competitive person and have always struggled with
doing a sport for leisure. Every sport I have taken up, it has
been to compete.

What are your personal SUP goals
for 2015?
In 2015 I hope to compete at more international races. I did
three international races in 2014 and would have loved to have
done more but I struggled with transporting the board.

How did you become involved with
UK SUP Clubs?
At the end of my first year of racing in 2013 I was really
disillusioned with the lack of structure in the UK races. Race
dates were very rarely publicised, race starts were frequently
late by hours and there was no standard set of rules and
regulations. I came from a sailing background where the
structure and rules were set in stone and I struggled with
haphazard races. As a result, I pitched my idea to a few key
individuals in the UK and within six weeks we hatched a plan
and had ten races in the series
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Jo Hamilton-Vale is
certainly an
i n s p i ra t i o n a l c h a ra c t e r.
Having overcome a
serious illness she
discovered SUP and has
been making a name for
herself both on the
domestic race circuit
and international
scene. Never one to rest
on her laurels, she was
confirmed to take the
helm of UK SUP Clubs
last year and will drive
the organisation
forward in 2015. We
caught up with JHV to
see what makes her
tick.

to ascertain who that competitor should be. Unfortunately in
2014 this race was cancelled one month before it was
scheduled. Therefore they asked if they could use the UK SUP
results to choose the team. In 2015 we will hopefully be
holding a three race series to choose the national team.

How do you feel driving such an
organisation forward – what are
your plans and aspirations for the
UK SUP Clubs for 2015?
In 2015 we are hoping to add a three race surf series, a three
race series to find the GB team for 2016, hold a four race kids
series and also help promote all races and events within the
UK. My passion for growing the sport and giving it structure
and credibility in the UK is extremely important to me and
helps drive me forward.

What aims have both organisations
got in mind for UK SUP?

We understand that UK SUP Clubs
w i l l b e w o rk i n g w i t h B S U PA fo r t h e
first time – how did that
partnership come about?
BSUPA have the link with Surfing GB to send a team to the ISA
Worlds but have never held a race series to establish who
should be attending. They have always just held one short race
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We are unable to state what BSUPA has in mind for SUP in the
future. UK SUP will continue to facilitate and organise the
National Race Series, with the addition of a surf series and
kids’ race series. We will also be working closely with the clubs
to promote all their events, races, demos and leisure paddles.
We are also hoping to have two additional pages on our
website, one that lists all the clubs in the UK and one detailing
all events in the UK – not just race events.
.

How much time and effort do you
devote to UK SUP Clubs? Is it a full
time job?

What do you think is missing from
UK stand up at the moment – club
related or otherwise?

Right now I devote two to three days a week to UK SUP and this
time is all voluntary. It is slowly becoming a full time job but I
must admit that this is because I like to know everything that is
happening every minute of every day! However, I have a great
team working with me; Ali Pereira, Chris Kenyon and Colin Elston.
We are in the process of finalising the positions everyone holds
and hopefully this will free up some of my time, but I know how
involved I like to be and I will struggle to take a small step back.

What we are missing is a national governing body. If we could
find the correct NGB it would help grow clubs through funding
and the structure could be finalised. Right now I feel too many
self-styled coaching organisations are being set up and not
enough thought is being put into what we can do for these
paddlers once they have paid their money for their lessons and
know how to paddle. The clubs are the grass roots of the sport
and I feel they should be getting financial assistance to help
them promote and grow.

Which areas of stand up paddling
do you see as having the most
potential (if any) and why?
I believe racing will continue to grow in the years to come but the
results of our survey showed the leisure side of paddling is the
largest part of the sport in the UK. The clubs are doing an
amazing job assisting leisure paddlers and we will do all we can
to help them by promoting their events.

Sum up the UK SUP club scene for
us and how it helps get people on
b o a r d w i t h S U P.
It was felt in 2014 that we focused on the high level racers a bit
too much so in 2015 we will be putting as much focus on the
individual age groups within the races. These age groups are:
Junior (16-18)
Masters (41-51)
Veterans (52+)
Red Paddle Co have also offered to run a kids series for under 12s
and age 13-15. This racing will be on inflatable boards and we will
be holding four races in 2015. I feel the best way to grow the
sport is to get the kids involved.

As a lady paddler do you think
there’s more that can be done to
encourage females into the sport –
and if so, what?
I feel the clubs encourage and help females just as much as the
males. In my short time in SUP I have been treated the same as
the boys and have been given so much assistance and
encouragement. I could not have asked for anything else. All that
is stopping women paddling and racing is themselves. The help
and opportunities are out there and they will be welcomed with
open arms.e a cross between the two?

How can the UK SUP fraternity
support UK SUP Clubs?
The UK SUP fraternity can help by getting involved and assisting
at club level; join a club and help it grow in the future. I received
quite a bit of negativity from some individuals because they
wanted to be involved in running the race series with UK SUP but
it is the clubs that need help and assistance; they are the grass
roots of the sport and they will be the ones that continue the
growth and need the help.g the shop.

I have a great team working with me; Ali Pereira,
Chris Kenyon and Colin Elston
s
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Any final shout outs, thanks or
acknowledgements?
Firstly I would like to thank Pete Holliday who set UK SUP up
with me and put a lot of time and knowledge into the running
of the 2014 series. Also thanks to Ali Pereira and Chris Kenyon
for all their help in 2014 and continuing into 2015. Thanks to
the clubs who came on board when we were starting up. They
held amazing races and thoroughly bought into the idea to
make it the huge success it was.
On a personal note I would like to thank Ryan James who gave
me so much help and encouragement for my 2014 race season.
He was invaluable and a big factor in my 2014 race results.

I would like to thank my husband, Pete Vale, who has accepted
that a lot of my time will go to UK SUP, agreed to cut our
summer holiday short by four days as I had two of our races
that I needed to attend and yet again is allowing me the time,
whilst on holiday, to complete this interview and finalise the
race plan for 2015.
Lastly, I would like to thank all the paddlers who took part in
races or volunteered to help run the races for their clubs. We
had 267 paddlers race in 2014 and most did five or six races.
The biggest thank you is to you guys.

The clubs are the grass roots of the sport and I feel they should be getting
financial assistance to help them promote and grow.
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R R D - I N F L ATA B L E S U P B O A R D S C O L L E CT I O N
S . D . B . S y ste m

“ S o m e t h i n g y o u d o n ’ t e x p e c t f ro m a n i n f l a t a b l e b o a rd ”
T h e n ew R R D i n f l a ta b le b o a rd s a re b u i l t w i t h a n ew S . D . B . ( S a n d w i c h
D y n e e m a B e l t ) S y ste m t h a t w ra p s t h e w h o le co n to u r o f t h e b o a rd o n t h e d e c k
a n d b o t to m a s a st r i n g e r. T h i s w a y t h e b o a rd b e co m e s a b o u t 3 0 % st i f fe r t h a n
a n y co n ve n t i o n a l I n f l a ta b le b o a rd .

AIRWAVE V2

AIRSUP V2

AIRCUISER V2

AIRTOURER V2

AIRVENTURE V2

AIRACE V2

WAVE

ALLROUND

CRUISING

TOURING

ADVENTURE/FISHING/CAMPING

RACE FLAT WATER

9’0”x30”x4 3/4”
8’8”x 30”x4 3/4”

10’6”x34x6”
10’4”x34x6”
10’4”x34x4 3/4”
10’2”x33x6”
10’2”x33x4 3/4”
9’8”x33x 4 3/4”
9’4”x32x 4 3/4”

12’0”x31”x6”
11’4”x30”x6”

12’0”x34”x6”
12’0”x32”x6”

12’0”x36”x6”

14’0”x26”x6”
12’6”x29”x6”
12’6”x28”x6”
12’6”x26”x6”
10’6”x27”x6”

STAND UP PADDLE

W hiteboar der s - tel: 012 0 6 8 9 0 814 email: r r d @ w hiteboar der s .com
B i r c h H o u s e - C h u r c h Ro a d - B r i g h t l i n g s e a - E s s e x - C O 7 0 Q T E n g l a n d

AIRSUP LIGHTST
TRIPE

AIRT
TOURER LIGHTSTRIPE

AIRKID CONV
V.+
+

AIRSUP CONV
V.+
+

AIRTOURER CONV
V.+
V
+

AIRSURF RESCUE

ALLROUND ENT
TRY

TOURING

KID/WINDSURFING

ALLROUND/WINDSURFING
/WINDSURFING

TOURING/WINDSURFING
NG

RESCUE

8’0’’x30’’x4’’

10’4””x34”x6”
10’4”x34”x4
34”x4 1/4”
10’2”x3
32”x4 1/4”
9’8”x32”x4
2”x4 1/4”

12’0”x34”x6’’
12’0”x32”x6’’

10’8”x 30”x4 3/4”

10’4”x 34” x 6”
10’4”x 34” x 4 1//4”
10’2”x 32” x 4 1//4”
9’8” x 32 x 4” 1//4”

12’0”x 34”x 6”
12’0”x 32”x 6”

ROBERTORICCIDESIGNS.COM

Ph: A . De Maria

FOLLOW US ON:

Words and pics:
SUP Yoga Brighton (Gerry Broom)

Stand up paddle board Yoga is
a pretty new thing to hit UK
shores. In a SUP Yoga class you
will perform Yoga poses on the
surface of a board, with some
modifications to stay dry! You
don’t need to be a Yoga expert
to enjoy the benefits of SUP
Yoga – classes should cater for
all levels of ability.
Yoga poses on a SUP are more
physically demanding as your
body will automatically make lots
of small muscular micro
adjustments to keep you
balanced. The poses will have to
be well aligned to balance the
board and you will use your core
a lot more than on dry land.
Strengthening your core has a
whole host of benefits including
preventing injuries, improving
posture and making your SUP
technique more efficient.
Performing poses balancing on
an unstable surface really makes
you focus so you are present and
enjoying the moment rather than
dwelling on the past or racing
ahead to the future. To keep from
taking a dip it’s a good idea to
gaze at something that isn’t
moving, as this really helps.
Balancing will be harder at first
but SUP Yoga will improve this by
increasing proprioception and
bodily awareness – which will
also improve your SUPing.

Eagle Arms in Lunge
We tend to carry tension in the shoulders
and thighs, especially after paddling, and
releasing these tight muscles feels amazing.
From all four’s step the right foot through to
a low lunge, find your balance and raise both
arms out in front crossing at the elbows with
the left arm on top. Keeping the elbows
stacked tightly press the backs of the hands
together; to go deeper double cross at the
wrists and press palm to palm. Gently lift the elbows
higher while keeping the navel lifted, dropping the
tailbone until you feel a nice stretch between the
shoulder blades. Repeat on the other side.

After a long paddle, a few simple
stretches will increase your range
of movement, release tension,
stretch tired muscles, get rid of
lactic acid build up and prevent
injuries. Building strength often
shortens muscle fibres so as we
get stronger our flexibility
reduces. A few simple stretches at
the end of a SUP session will
make a difference. SUP Yoga is
supposed to feel good – don’t
push past the stretch into
discomfort or pain, just enjoy the
poses wherever you are. Try these
stretches next time you are out
on the water, remembering to
breathe deeply and evenly
through the nose for about ten
breathes in each pose.

This pose is great on flat water – if there is too
much swell or you don’t feel comfortable
balancing, just do the arms from a seated
position and then try the lunge as a
separate movement. This is one of my
favourite poses after paddling.
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YOGIS,

stand up!

Downward Dog
A great place to start. From all fours tuck your toes and press your hips up and
back to make an inverted ‘V’ shape. Press the forefinger and thumb onto the
board and try to keep the arms active but not locked. The back and legs
should be straight with the kneecaps and thighs lifted and the heels
relaxing down onto the board. Suck the lower belly up to lengthen
the spine while gazing back to the knees or toes.
This pose stretches the back, hamstrings and shoulders –
giving a great upside down view of the water.
If the back is rounding and the hamstrings feel tight
then bend the knees a little and push the seat bones
up and away until you feel the back lengthen.
Patience here will allow the legs to straighten
over time while keeping a flat back.

Floating Twist
Lie on your back and cross the right leg over the left, taking the rail of your board with the right
hand. Place the left hand to the outside of the right knee and draw it across your body, rolling
your hips to the left as you gaze over the right shoulder. You will have to use the right hand to
hold yourself on the board as the spine opens into a spiral.
Twisting helps release tension in the spine and massages the internal organs, increasing their
blood supply. The movement of the water beneath the board makes this feel even better.
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Bow Pose
Lying on the belly, bend the
knees and take the ankles,
as you inhale lift the upper
body off the board keeping
the spine long. You
shouldn’t feel any pinching
in the lower back – if you do,
try relaxing your buttocks
and lowering a little out of
the pose. If it feels good to
move further then press the
feet up and away, lifting the
legs up as well. Keep the
inner thighs active and try
and keep the knees in line
with the hips. Gaze forward.
You don’t have to go very
high to feel this pose
working, opening the front
of the body and shoulders.
The feeling of rocking gently
on your belly as you balance
in this pose is wonderful.

These are just a few of the poses you can try
while participating in SUP Yoga. Once you’ve
mastered them, it’s time to move onto
others, but for now, concentrate on these and
I’m sure you’ll feel rewarded and your body
will thank you. For more info on SUP Yoga
contact www.supyogabrighton.co.uk

Forward Fold
Simple but effective! The muscles of the back and hamstrings are often tight
and this pose will float the stiffness away. With your legs straight out in front
of you, lift your ribcage up away from your hips and find your seat bones
pressing down into the board. Exhale, keeping your spine long as you fold
forwards. Place the hands on the board by the feet and gaze to your toes. Try
and keep the toes pointing up towards the sky and lift the navel up.
It’s common to find tightness in the hamstrings so if you find this pose
tough bend your knees a little and focus on lifting the torso to find your seat
bones before trying to fold.
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Available from Kai Sports and participating Nah Skwell retailers
For more details/stockists contact Kai Sports on

http://www.kaisports.co.uk
info@kaisports.co.uk

http://youtu.be/hpZO8Xzo-1Y

023 8084 0777

Shiftt

Words: Joe Thwaites
Pics: Haley Parker, Pete Chamberlain (DTLPhotography), GoPro H2
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Loco SUP on tour
After a serious wave skunking in Fuerteventura last year, Loco boss
man Joe Thwaites was keen to check out other options for his
annual winter escape. Some surfer friends suggested he gave
Morocco a chance and being of ‘natural stance’ some initial online
research suggested Maroc could be just the ticket!
After a snow-hampered start to the trip, Joe and girlfriend
Haley landed in Taghazout slightly jaded and were
appreciative of warm welcome (and cold beer) from Sam
and Silvy at the Mountain Riad.
After some much needed sleep, Joe was keen to hit the surf
and after chatting to some Germans at breakfast a plan
was hatched to drive north and check out what Imsouane
had to offer. After a meandering drive through the
mountains the group rocked up at this fabled fishing
village to find the notorious bay with it’s reported 45-60
sec rights as flat as a pancake and ‘the left’ over the reef
(Cathedrals) had some unhelpful wind on it. A quick chat
with some locals informed Joe that the bay worked best on
an outgoing tide so they decided to grab some lunch and
chill for a couple of hours.

Throng of surfers watching
The time soon passed and as the tide started to recede an
influx of surfers appeared even despite the strengthening
offshore breeze. In typical Loco fashion, Joe decided to don
his wetty and get in there before it got too hectic. After an
easy paddle out he stood at the peak waiting for a decent
slab of brine to filter through. After all of about 30 seconds
he swept into a solid head high perfect peeler and rode it
all the way in arcing some slick and dynamic turns on his
8.9ft Comp Pro with a throng of surfers watching from the
harbour wall. The rumours were true – this place was
magical and had serious potential. It was no surprise when
former ISA World Champion Antoine Delpero rocked up
brandishing his longboard! It was a real shame not to see
him ‘at work’ on his SUP but watching him dance around a
9ft plank was treat enough. The hours soon passed – as
they tend to when you’re in SUP nirvana – but offshore
wind became problematic so time was called and the guys
headed back to Taghazout. Après-SUP refreshment full and
carb loaded for the next day’s mission, who knew where it
would take them.
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Ta g h a z o u t
The forecast had dropped over night so it was decided to stay local and check
out some of the beach breaks Taghazout had to offer. Joe opted for Panoramas
just outside the main town as it looked quite punchy on the push so there was
some potential for his signature late smacks. After a couple of close out rinses,
the big man positioned himself in the right spot to make the most of this lush
right hander. As with anywhere close to Taghazout, the breaks soon get busy
when the waves start working and etiquette just doesn’t exist in Maroc! Epicness
soon became ‘oh for f##k sake!’ so the session was canned with Joe opting to
take Haley for a nice lunch to reward her camera work in 28 degrees!
Lunch at a beach café near Devil’s Rock was a really good idea, as Joe got the
chance to check out another couple of breaks, with Devil’s Rock looking perfect
for some relaxed paddle surfing. Needless to say, a plan was hatched to check
this spot out the next day. Not having seen many paddle surfers so far it was a
pleasant surprise to see another sweeper dialling in some slick roundhouse
cutbacks when they landed at the beach the following day. The guy was a real
salt of the earth waterman type from Italy, which made it dead easy sharing a
peak – unlike some of the more ‘aggro spots’ in the Canary Islands. Once again
a nice predictable beachy with few real consequences if the lip caught you out,
guaranteeing a great day on the water.
The forecast completely dropped off the next day so Joe and Haley decided to
take in Paradise Valley, which is about a 30mins from Banana Village. Well worth
checking out with beautiful views and cliff diving for the more adventurous!

As with anywhere close to Taghazout, the breaks soon
get busy when the waves start working and etiquette
just doesn’t exist in Maroc!
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Boilers was busy as
hell with short
boarders, as is often
the way at the
fabled reef breaks!

Frustratingly they had to wait another day before the waves switched back on
so a mission was definitely on the cards. Up with the larks, Joe headed to
Imsouane again but arrived to find 2ft dribblers, which was all manner of
lame. The guys drove back to Imsouane with a view to check out Tamri and
Boilers on route but sadly Tamri wasn’t working and Boilers was busy as hell
with short boarders, as is often the way at the fabled reef breaks! Desperate to
find something, they decided to drive past Taghazout and head for Anza
about 15 mins away to the south.

Killer session
Finally some useable lumps! The spot has a reef that A-frames perfectly
offering a left or right and it can get quite punchy if you have the stomach for
leaving it late. This was a killer session albeit a bit busy. The wind picked up
making the early scratch into the point break a real bind so Joe moved down
the beach to access the right hand beachy which was great fun, although he
did take a couple of spankings when it got dumpy close to the shore. Another
2hrs of maximum stoke meant it was time to eat, rehydrate and think about
‘double dip’ options for later that day.
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Mysteries or Killers
The guys from Down The Line Photography suggested a
sunset session at Mysteries or Killers so Joe met them at
the spot just after 4.30pm. Mysteries was saying Jack so
it was decided to paddle out to Killers, which takes a
good 10-15mins on a SUP. The tide wasn’t really low
enough when they got out back so there was some
inevitable mincing but once the slabs started working
the place lit up even at 2-3ft! The setting sun in Morocco
is something to behold – simply breath taking with
bright oranges and purply pink skies and silhouettes of
fishing boats on the horizon to drink in! Doubtless Killers
would be amazing with a touch more size but those with
less experience should precede with caution. Joe reported
that even at 2-3ft one late lip smacked the air out of him!

You can see a short edit of Joe’s trip by
hitting up this link: http://locosurfing.com/
portfolio/loco-sup-surfing-morocco/
By no means is this an exhaustive list of SUP surfing
spots, more an outline of what’s possible around
Taghazout when the forecast is average. Morocco
definitely has potential for all levels of paddle surfer and
with predominantly sandy beaches it’s less hassle than
lugging gear over jagged volcanic rocks – although some
of the reefs can be an urchin-fest! For the more
experienced paddle surfer, Joe suggests waiting for the
aftermath of a storm in the Atlantic to see things really
firing around Taghazout.

s

That said if you hired a camper for a fortnight (as Joe may
do if he goes back) it would be fantastic to check out some
of the waves further north (which often get a bit more size).
Check out Essaouria for a couple of days of windsurfing or
kiting before heading down to Imsouane, Killers, Anza and
hopefully catch Sidi Ifni about 2hrs south from Adagir
which regularly delivers standing barrels.

In sum Maroc – certified Loco!
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THE BLUE CHIP
SUP SCHOOL
The First ASI accredited
SUP School in Europe for
Flat Water and Coastal
Open Water conditions.
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Principle and head
instructor:
Brian Johncey
There is no substitute for
Knowledge, Experience
and Passion

THE BLUE CHIP
BOARD STORE
Blue Chip has over 30
years of experience driven
knowledge, that's why
Blue Chip SUP Store is the
No1 SUP Supplier in the
UK.
Come and visit us at our
High Street Store, we open
at 07:30,
Blue Chip - more than just
an internet store
Blue Chip holds the
largest stocks of SUP
boards in the UK
We offer the best package
deals available.

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk <<<<<<<<<

First strokes to
SUP surfing stoke
Words: Rob Small Pics: Julie Small
SUP surfing, stand up paddle boarding, sea sweeping; whatever you
call riding waves on a SUP board with a paddle in your hands, it’s a
dead certain that it’s almost too much fun. Tiny ripples or booming
o v e rh e a d S U P s u r f i n g i s o n e o f t h e m o s t fu n o c e a n a c t i v i t i e s e v e r.
Here’s a guide to getting your first waves safely and stylishly.
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Pre-requisites
Compared to flat water paddling, SUP surfing
takes place in a more demanding and
dynamic environment. With regard to both
water movement and the behaviour of other
water users, you need to take this into
account. For safety and to ensure a good time
it’s advisable to have your basic skills well
pinned down before getting stuck in. You’re
going to need a good, effective paddle stroke
and be able to use a variety of strokes with
confidence.
In sheltered flat water and ideally also in
more exposed conditions your balance should
be well honed and you’ll need the ability to
move your feet from a parallel paddle stance
to the classic surfing stance with one foot
leading and the other back towards the tail.
Being able to complete a pivot turn in both
directions (clockwise and counter clockwise
rotations) will come in very handy
manoeuvring your board in the surf and also
help when we actually start to ride waves, as
the movement patterns are very similar to
some used whilst surfing.
If you’re not confident that your SUP skills are
up to scratch don’t rush it; take a little more
time getting prepared for your first SUP
surfing sessions – it’ll stand you in good stead
in the long run.

Equipment
Ok so we’re up to speed skills-wise but
we’re not sure what sort of equipment will
work best for us. What shape and size of
board? How long should the paddle be?
What other specialist kit will I need?

Let’s check it out:
Boards: SUP surfing boards come in a
dizzying array of shapes, sizes and
constructions and it can be a bit of a
minefield making sure you’ve got the right
one. Broadly there are three ‘classes’ of surf
SUP boards:
Pro Wave or Surf: Shorter, lower volume
boards that resemble enlarged, regular
shortboard surfboards. These are often
available in 100% carbon constructions as
well as regular epoxy builds. Their design is
primarily about performance on the wave
face, which leads to a definite reduction in
stability and paddle efficiency. Unless you
are very light (50kg), have years of open water
SUP experience or are a professional level
surfer/windsurfer/kitesurfer etc then in all
probability these types of board will be
extremely frustrating and won’t facilitate
progression at this stage of your SUP surfing
journey.
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All Wave or Surf: Wider surf dedicated
shapes that are often offered in both regular
and premium constructions. All Wave boards
will be notably more stable than the skinnier
Pro Wave ranges and are easier to paddle and
catch waves on. They also provide the rider
with the possibility of an impressive level of
surfing. Experienced SUP surfers will often
enjoy the lower volume versions of these full
template boards in smaller, weaker surf. If
you have some surf sports experience and are
relatively confident then a longer, higher
volume All Wave type of SUP can be a good
choice as a first board.
All round: All round SUP boards are the most
popular choice for the great majority of SUP
paddlers in the UK. With a similar ‘lollipop
stick’ shape to a surfing longboard, parallel
rails and a round nose, this style of board will
have more volume and length than the surf
specific models. This results in much more
comfortable flat water paddling, a nice level
of stability and lovely ‘gliding’ surfing in
smaller waves. Being available in all
constructions, you will find all round SUP
boards under the feet of both beginner SUP
surfers and experienced riders who prefer a
style of riding more akin to longboard surfing
than the cut and thrust of the shortboard
influenced Pro and All Wave models. The
higher volume and longer, straighter
templates also work well on flat water. All
round SUP boards give great value, work in
varied conditions and are often the ‘go to’
board for riders getting into SUP surf.
Note that there are many fantastic inflatable
versions available. Whilst they will surf just
fine in small, gentle conditions, they won’t
give the performance that rigid constructions
do in bigger or more challenging surf.
Paddles: Your paddle is going to be your best
friend in the surf so it pays to take a little time
and get it right (see a theme developing here?)
Over the last couple of years paddle lengths
have dropped and nowhere is this more
evident than in SUP surfing. Whilst flat water
paddles are hovering at 6-8 inches above
height, surf paddles are trending at around
height. This allows for an easier paddle switch
whilst in the compressed surfing stance and
more comfortable paddling in the surf zone
and line up. A good idea is to have a few try
out paddles with an adjustable shaft before
settling on a length that suits you.
Blade size is important too. Many dedicated
SUP surfers like a lower area, narrower blade.
This allows a higher cadence and helps with
the sometimes arrhythmic nature of surf
paddling. You’ll feel as if you’ve dropped a
gear or two if you’re used to longer, higher
blade area paddles.

A great analogy
is the difference between bodyboard and
diving fins. Small bladed bodyboarding fins
allow quick acceleration and high
manoeuvrability whilst a diving fin is better
suited to maintaining pace over an
extended time.
Your paddle is instrumental in control, turning
and recovery when riding the wave, a whole
new area of use. We’ll take a closer look at how
to use your paddle whilst surfing later on but
again a shorter paddle helps by putting the
rider closer to the water through turns and
allowing a greater range of movement.
I was given a great piece of advice by John
Hibbard years ago when I was just getting
into SUP: ‘Buy the best paddle you can
afford’. To this day I value this little gem and
I’d like to pass it on to those of you reading
this now. A high end carbon or carbon
composite construction is lighter, has better
flex and so will be less tiring and easier on
your body during long sessions.
Leashes: A vital piece of equipment. Under
NO circumstances should you enter a surf
zone without a leash. Most SUP surfers prefer
to use a heavy gauge (I snapped more

leashes in 1 year of SUP surfing than 30
years of surfing) leash around 8mm thick
and about the same length as the board
they’re riding. Therefore for an 8.4ft Pro Wave
an 8ft or 9ft long x 8mm thick leash would be
fine. On the longer all round boards you will
also see knee (as opposed to ankle) leashes
being used – a matter of personal preference.
PFDs: Personal Flotation Devices. In big
waves or remote locations a PFD can give you
a confidence boost and very possibly save
your life if things go very astray. Initially you
shouldn’t be in conditions that necessitate
their use and they can become a hindrance
to passing through or under waves if you’re
in the drink. If you’re sufficiently unsure

about your safety to feel you need a PFD
then more preparation is needed. You are
attached to your board, the best flotation aid
ever. You should be able to swim out of any
eventuality during any given session.

schools; again use common sense and pick
an area of the beach that will minimise the
risk to others and yourself. Locations that
have traditionally strong surfing populations,
such as Fistral, St Agnes, Croyde, Llangland
etc, should be avoided until your skills are
very well developed.

Helmets: Not commonly employed but not
a bad idea at all. SUP surfing involves a lot of
heavy, potentially hazardous kit and a bang
on the head isn’t conducive to successful, fun
SUPing. Worth a thought.

If you are uncertain as to where to surf then
ask someone more familiar with the beach or
the RNLI lifeguards if they are on duty.

So now we’re ready

Paddling out

Suited and booted with board, paddle
and leash. This is where the game
becomes real and we need to start
thinking and acting like a responsible
SUP surfer.

Getting out through the surf and into the
lineup is the first big test for the new SUP
surfer.
Firstly we will need to maintain the nose of
the board pointing out to sea at
approximately 90° to the predominate surf
line. Push your board out into the shallows
until your fin won’t hit the bottom when you
stand on the board. You can secure your
paddle by placing it under your hand on the
opposite of the board to that which you will
mount the board from. After a white water
wave passes under the board, mount it and
get to your feet straight away.

Assessing conditions and picking the best
waves for your level: An ideal location would
be a wide, open, flat, sandy beach without
rocks, jetties or any other major obstacles.
The best surf is small, gentle waves up to 3ft
high, breaking over a sand bottom. Ideally
the waves should be forming some distance
from the shoreline and breaking in either one
or both (left and right) directions, parallel to
the beach.

The wind is an important consideration too.
Light offshore winds or no wind at all are the
most favourable as the water surface
remains smooth and we can concentrate on
perfecting skills in place of just trying to stay
on the board. Brisk, onshore winds create
chop, tear up the surf and make things
exponentially more challenging. Even very
experienced SUP surfers will avoid surfing in
overly bumpy conditions.

Paddle hard, directly at the oncoming waves,
trying to avoid actual breaking waves. You will
find that you will pass over smaller foam
waves without much trouble. As they
approach keep looking forward, flex your
knees and let the board climb over the wave.
Don’t try to paddle up the wave but as soon as
the nose of your board starts to punch out the
back of the wave then set your paddle in the
top of the wave just behind the foam (the
blade has no purchase in the aerated water).

We should also consider other people in the
water. If the surf is crowded then it’s always
advisable to look for a quieter part of the
beach. In summer, many popular surf
beaches have extensive bathing areas, high
concentrations of beginner surfers and surf

As you progress, the wave height will increase;
however, after some practice, you’ll be
surprised at what you can negotiate. For these
slightly bigger waves we often take a step with
our back leg (surfing stance) into an
intermediate position between parallel paddle
and surf stances. This will give you more
longitudinal stability as the nose rises and
falls. You can even weight a little on your back
foot as the wave front hits you to help the
board ride over it. Again get that paddle in the
top of the wave.

Be warned that it’s not uncommon for the board
to be flicked towards you going over larger waves,
so be prepared for this and try to ensure your
paddle isn’t between you and your board.
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Be warned that it’s not uncommon for the
board to be flicked towards you going over
larger waves, so be prepared for this and try to
ensure your paddle isn’t between you and
your board. I’ve had a couple of bashes in the
chops from mangling this one!
Once you get out past the last line of white
water you can then zig zag out, paddling over
the shoulder of incoming waves. Again I like to
employ a split stance going over unbroken
waves. It’s best to avoid the steepest, breaking
part of the wave – not just for safety and easy
paddling but because this is where surfers,
bodyboarders and other SUP surfers will be
riding, so try to give them plenty of space and
remember that the rider has priority. We’ll deal
with rules and etiquette shortly.
Once you are clear of breaking waves, position
yourself facing out to sea just a little further
out from where most of the waves are
breaking. Try to stay well away from other
water users until you are very comfortable
with the surf and having traffic around you.
Note, getting caught inside. Caught inside
means being too close to shore when a larger
wave comes so that it breaks in front of or
even on you. You probably won’t be able to
paddle over the wave, so you’re going to have

to bail. LOOK AROUND YOU FIRST. If the area
surrounding you (how long is your board?
how long is your leash? BE AWARE) is clear,
then slip off to the side and duck under the
wave as it comes, take the hit and recover
your board afterwards.
If the area around you isn’t clear, your
responsibility is to remove the risk. You can
either duck under the wave whilst holding
onto the rail saver (the fabric part of the leash
closest to the board) or turn your board to
shore and belly ride it out of the impact zone
into safety. Employing the first method will
only work in very small waves and you run the
risk of injuring yourself. I’m a fan of the belly
ride out method.
Negotiating the lineup: This is where the
other surfers are waiting for waves and is
governed by priority and traffic rules that
pretty much stand up worldwide. You will
also encounter local hierarchies and pecking
orders that need to be respected. Again we’ll
take a closer look shortly.
25
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Rob Small
is a Fanatic SUP
International/ION and K-66
Surf Division rider. He’s a
respected surfer and SUP
surfer who owns Crantock
Surf School in Cornwall.
Rob’s coaching experience is
considerable and he’s worth
looking up if you’re in the
Newquay/Crantock area of
the West Country. You can
check out his site here crantockbaysurfschool.com

manners and will land you in trouble straight
away, so wait your turn and try to pick off a
wave that doesn’t have anyone else going for
it. Priority is with the surfer deepest in the
peak or closest to the breaking part of the
wave. DO NOT paddle for waves that someone
is already riding; this is called dropping in and
will not be accepted.

Place yourself away from any large groups of
surfers and try to find a peak, the triangle
shape as a wave rears up just prior to
breaking. A good trick to locate the peak is to
look at the triangles of white aerated water on
the surface left over from waves that have just
broken. This will also help you identify if the
waves are breaking to the left, right or both
directions. You will encounter closeouts too –
waves that break all along their length at the
same time. Too many close outs and your
session won’t be fun!

Wait for a wave that you feel confident to
catch, bearing in mind that you may need
to be mobile to position yourself to catch
the wave as it steepens. The best SUP
surfers are always hunting waves down but
do so with respect and awareness of the
others in the water.

Once you have found a peak, wait just to one
side for a wave. Note that paddling straight to
the top of the waiting surfers is very bad

OK, let’s surf
Catching your first waves:
So there’s a wave approaching you, nobody in the way and no one paddling for it. You’re still
facing out to sea and now need to start paddling. Let’s suppose that the wave is a left (breaking
to the left from the rider’s perspective) and you are positioned in front of the wall of the
oncoming wave, with the breaking part to your left as you face out to sea.
In the parallel stance, paddle on your right rail towards the peak, allowing the board to prescribe
an arc counter-clockwise. When you are parallel to the wave, step back into your surf stance.
This is important as it allows you to brace as the wave rises under you and the nose of the board
drops (if you remain in the parallel stance you may well fall backwards).
Keep an eye on the wave and on the area directly in front of you and using short, rapid stokes
try to have the board pointing directly to the shore and down the wave as it reaches you. You will
feel the tail of the board rise and a sudden burst of acceleration as the wave face becomes more
vertical and gravity causes the board to start to drop down the wave. Compress your stance, look
where you are going and enjoy the ride. You are SUP surfing!
A left to right mirror of the above works for rights. You can also start from a position closer to the
breaking part of the wave and draw an arc in the direction of the wall of the wave, indeed you may
have to as you react to the wave’s movement, however most of us find it easier to employ the
method described above.
As your positioning, timing and wave knowledge improve, you will find that the arcs you paddle
into waves become tighter until eventually you will use very few strokes and possibly even pivot
turns to get in the spot.
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Note that on steeper or faster breaking waves you may need to step
back with both feet to avoid nose diving. Initially you shouldn’t be in
surf that needs it but we should have the concept of moving around
the board freely whilst surfing because we are going to need it a lot
later on.

Etiquette and safety
Surf etiquette and rules of priority are long standing and internationally
recognised. The good news is that if you adhere to them and don’t be a
SUP donkey (there are plenty of these, we don’t need more!) then you
will have fun in the water without problems. The bad news is that if you
infringe them and become a pest - or worse, a danger to others - then
your SUP surfing experience will probably end badly.
SUP surfboards and paddles are inherently quicker through the
water, catch waves much earlier and are potentially much more
hazardous than regular surfboards, so the following need not only
to be taken seriously but not pushed to the limit either. A light
touch will go down well.
Don’t paddle to the top of the line up. There will be an existing and
slightly fluid pecking order at all popular beaches. Take your time,
start a little down from the top dogs holding prime position and slowly
work your way to where the primo waves are breaking. Let everyone
get used to your presence.

Right of way
The surfer deepest in the peak of the wave or closest to the breaking
part of the wave has right of way. This doesn’t mean that you can spin
around at the last moment inside someone who has clearly been
waiting. This is called snaking and isn’t well received.

Dropping in
Dropping in is to deliberately take off on a wave already being ridden
or when someone else has clear right of way. DO NOT DROP IN.

Paddling right of way
Rider has priority. This means that if you are in front of a wave that is
being ridden and by trying to paddle over the shoulder of the wave
you would impede the surfers ride, then you paddle towards the
whitewater and take the hit. Secondly when paddling back out to the
line up in clear water, try to give the waves being ridden plenty of
clearance by paddling wide. As mentioned earlier, don’t ditch your
board where it could cause harm to others.

Don’t be a wave hog
This is the great failing of SUP surfers. Catching every wave that you
can, taking lots of waves from further out and generally abusing the
extra speed and wave catching qualities of SUP surfboards is very
tempting but will test already strained surfer - SUP relationships.
Relax, take a rest now and then and watch other people enjoying their
surf session before catching another wave.

Respect and awareness
Respect others, respect the beach and respect your level of experience
and ability. Be aware of what’s going on around you, the vibe in the
water and any changes in the conditions or crowd.

Safety first
Always minimise the risk. It’s just a wave and there will always be
another, so if there’s any doubt don’t go. Always assist someone in
difficulty.

Enjoy
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FAMILY TIES

Words and pics:
Tez Plavenieks
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2002 was the last time

Mr SUP Lanzarote

I set foot on the volcanic island of
Lanzarote. As the plane hurtled towards the
Arrecife airport runway I remember gazing
down through a cloudless sky and spotting
the island’s reefs, points and offshore
bombies all pulsing with juice.

At the suggestion of Rob Small (Crantock,
Cornwall based Fanatic rider) I messaged
Christian Diaz of SUP Lanzarote before
jetting off. Christian is Mr SUP on ‘the rock’.
He introduced stand up to the island and set
up one of the first stand up paddle board
schools, based out of the Sands Hotel.

At the time I didn’t realise that being able to
see defined lines of swell from that height
meant Lanza was pumping. It was only
when my travelling/surfing buddy and I
dropped down the steady incline towards
Famara beach, having picked up our hire
car, that we realised just how big it was.
For the majority of our stay the status quo
remained and we spent our days seeking
shelter and waves that wouldn’t wallop us!
My return visit was extremely different. With
our seven month daughter Molly in tow and
grandparents, we were searching for a
family holiday with a bit of SUP thrown in
for good measure.
With the focus on family time rather than
brine time, this would be a chance to
unwind, introduce Molly to her first overseas
experience and give Fi (my wife) a bit of a
break before returning to work.

Having taught, coached and guided many
Lanza visitors in the ways of stand up, he
has now stepped away, slightly, from the
school. Instead he can be found searching
out those heavy Lanzarote waves or scoring
full power windsurfing sessions and
spending time with his own family.
Graciously, Christian offered to hook us up
with some Fanatic SUP kit, which would see
us right throughout the entirety of our trip.
That forecast during my 2002 visit was
hectic to say the least – the Hawaii of
Europe sure living up to its name.
With Magicseaweed only calling for 1ft swell
this time around, I was dubious as to
whether we would score any juice. The
infamous NE trade wind of Costa Teguise
wasn’t showing any sign of switching on for
windsurfing shenanigans either.

A short hop
For anyone thinking of heading here purely to paddle surf, it’s worth keeping in mind that most breaks are reef in
nature. That means entries and exits can be tricky and there’s a risk of bouncing off jagged lava in some places.
However, there are plenty of locations, such as Famara, that are less scary for newbie surfers – at least with small
swells.
With a good exchange rate and surprisingly cheap local prices – even in tourist hotspots – Lanzarote is great for
families looking to escape for a few weeks. If you’re into stand up paddling then you’ll definitely be in the right spot.
Huge thanks must go to Christian Diaz of SUP Lanzarote who helped out massively with this trip. A true gent, always
happy to pass on his wealth of knowledge regarding waves and the island, he’s definitely someone you should tap up
before heading out to the ‘the rock’. You can find out more about Christian by visiting suplanzarote.com
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Time for juice

Upon arrival at our hotel – H10 Lanzarote
Gardens – the day was cloudy and on the
cooler side (although certainly not as chilly
as freezing Blighty that we’d just left
behind). Within the space of two hours,
however, the sun had started to peek from
behind the clouds and the weather looked
more promising.

Following another flat water SUP day (with
the odd small bump), Christian Diaz
messaged me and asked if I fancied joining
him for a dawn session at one of the east
coast breaks just along from Costa Teguise.
Heading north the following morning with a
promise of swell I was excited but dubious
with such a sketchy forecast. Christian,
however, assured me that the size didn’t
matter as much as the long period –
somewhere would be working.

Our first port of call was Las Cucharas
beach, the main stretch of sand in Costa
Teguise. A two minute walk from our hotel
led to the seafront, where a plethora of bars,
restaurants, watersports set ups and beach
sellers flank a well-groomed promenade.

He wasn’t wrong! Much to my pleasant
surprise we scored a sweet session as the
sun was coming up with only three of us in.
Chris explained that most surfers would be
at the headline north coast spots, meaning
we had our break all to ourselves. Having
gorged on meaty Atlantic waves, it was time
to head back for breakfast and family time.

The sea was millpond flat, with just a small
swell breaking on the reef (where the main
windsurfing action takes place) next to the
northern breakwater. My wife and inlaws
suggested that I should head off for a flatty.
Well, who was I to disagree?

Later that day we decided to check out what
was happening on ‘the other side’ and it was
here that Fi got her chance to tackle some
Lanza juice. Although not super big (the
swell having dissipated), the waves were
extremely long, well-formed and peeling,
which allow for some cracking rides.
Needless to say, Fi was stoked.

Cruising around on the glass, I was
pleasantly surprised to be out on the water
just a few short hours into our trip. Even
more surprising was the fact the small swell
on the upwind reef was actually rideable –
in a glidey kind of way.
Upon returning to the beach, my daughter
was contentedly playing in the sand with
grandpa. With Molly happy, it was chance
for Fi to have her turn in the hazy sun. And
then it was time to seek refreshments…
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Wind on!
Following another day of fun surf (this
would prove to be the last as the waves were
dying), and a steadily building temperature,
the wind decided to switch on and the last
two days were spent windsurfing in Costa
Teguise. We could have chosen the
downwind SUP option, which can be
awesome with these conditions, but having
driven about the island more than expected
we opted to take the easy option and stay
close to base.
Worth noting is that even when it’s blowing
dogs off chains in Costa Teguise, there’s still
the opportunity to slide a few walls. The
wind pushes juice into the bay and the reef
to the left, especially at mid-tide, can chuck
up a fun (but very shallow) left. The wind
blows side-offshore, so the wave is fairly
sheltered and a few decent rides can be had.
It’s worth spotting the reef obstacles though
and not leaving it too late with the tide – the
spot turns into a rock garden with spiny
urchins ready to stab chicken feet. Worth
wearing booties for sure!
Before long our time in Lanza had come to
an end and we were sorry to leave. For a
cheap family SUP holiday destination, with
almost guaranteed swell (at least some of
the time), flat water options, tidal lagoons
and the added option of windy sports (if
you’re into this), Lanzarote, and in fact the
whole Canary Islands chain, is hard to beat.
Just a short hop from the UK, a four hour
flight will have you in warmer weather
during winter in no time.
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Come see the blind
Words and photos: Dean Dunbar

Blind SUP part 2

Come see the blind man wet
himself more like! My personal
best in downwind had just
increased six fold and the blind
man was a tad uncomfortable.
For those of you who missed
the last issue of SUPM, my
name is Dean Dunbar and I’m a
registered blind adventurer. I
recently got into SUP and have
had a great few months
learning the sport.

As well as Carl Sawyer and I, we also had
three others with us; Jason Sawyer (Carl’s
brother), Dave Butt and Dave Robson. Jason,
who is an extreme sportsman, would be on
the water with Carl and I, and the two Daves
would be following us on land, documenting
the trip. (Dave Robson is currently editing the
footage and hopes to get the film out soon.)

ll of my previous
SUP adventures
had been in
training for the ‘Big One’:
an attempt to become
the first registered blind
person to SUP the
Caledonian Canal, a.k.a.
the Great Glen. A 96km
paddle from Fort William to
Inverness, taking in lochs Lochy,
Oich, and Ness, as well as multiple
canals and locks. All of this was to be
done over three days.

A

The forecast for the trip was looking tricky.
There was going to be a bit of rain and some
wind. There wasn’t going to be much
sunshine, but a lot of wind. And, oh yes, did I
mention the wind?
We started the trip at lunchtime on Thursday
October 2 at Fort William. We paddled the first
few kilometres through the canals before
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man at play?
That night the two Daves found a wee hostel
to stay in and Carl, Jason and I spent the night
in Carl’s van, munching down on our Walkers
Shortbread, listening to the rain lashing down,
with the wind rocking us to sleep.
Day 2 was going to be the biggest day of
the trip. Our goal for the day was to paddle
from Gairlochy to Dores, 50km away, on the
shore of Loch Ness.
After a delayed start, due to the foul weather,
we set off at 9.30am, making our way towards
Loch Ness. We paddled through several canal
sections, including one slightly wider section
called Loch Oich. Our final section of canal, for
that day, took us to Fort Augustus.

hitting our first bit of big water at Loch Lochy.
As we left the shelter of the canal and entered
Lochy, the tailwind picked up from a steady 58 knots to an average speed of 17 knots with
gusts exceeding 36. This was the strongest
wind I had ever SUPed in. As I was getting
blown around, Jason and Carl tried to get me
to alter my stance from square to surf; but this
was no time to start trying new things. All I
wanted to do was stay on my board.
The waves were not that big, but combined
with the wind I was thrown around many
times. Landing on my back and front,
somehow I never actually went over the edge.
4½ hours after we left Fort William, Day 1 was
complete with our arrival at Gairlochy. We had
paddled 31km and I was just happy to be dry.
33
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Equipment
Carl and Jason were both
riding narrow 14ft boards
(Jimmy Lewis M14 and Red
Paddle Elite). As these two
have been paddling for
several years, these boards
were ideal for them and the
conditions. However, as I
have only been SUPing for
six months, my 12.5ft
Coreban Sonic from
OceanSource.net was a
wider and more stable
platform for me. I did have
a go on Carl’s Red Paddle
Elite and think that it is
now time for me to step up
to a similar board. After all,
with our plans for 2015,
I’m going to need a faster
machine.
We were all using the SBS
Ultralight Pro paddles, and
these were awesome. I
already have a lightweight
three piece paddle, but
these SBS paddles weighed
virtually nothing!

If you want to read about my
SUP, and other, adventures,
come see the blind man at
play at:
www.extremedreams.co.uk

The wind was a little stronger than the previous day but, as we were relatively sheltered, it
wasn’t actually that bad. In fact, the boys let me go on ahead on my own for an hour, until
having to direct me, by whistle, to avoid going down a dead end. This was a great sense of
freedom.
After a short portage at Fort Augustus, we paddled out into Loch Ness. Within a few
minutes we found ourselves half way across the loch and in the middle of a s**t
storm. The water was much rougher than on Lochy and the wind was wilder, with
gusts exceeding 40 knots.
My website tagline is ‘come see the blind man at play!’, however at that very moment, with
winds blowing over six times stronger than on any of my previous SUP trips, it had
changed to ‘come see the blind man wet himself!’
We battled on through these treacherous conditions, only stopping for food breaks every
hour or so. I’m glad to say that only one of us ended up in the water. I’m not going to
embarrass the person by naming them, but it did make Jason and me laugh…
We met up with the two Daves at around 4.30pm and they told us that we still had
another two+ hours to go. This was not what we had hoped to hear and, speaking for
myself, morale took a bit of a dive. The wind had tailed off and at this rate we would
either have to change our finish point, or paddle into Dores in the pitch black. We
decided that it was going to be Dores or bust.
After a while, Jason spotted that there was still some wind in the middle of the loch,
so we made our way out to that and used it.
About an hour later, Jason spotted a house, then a couple more buildings, then a village
off in the distance. Using his mobile phone, he was able to determine that this was
Dores. It was only a mile away, so we got our nuts down and blasted our way to Dores.
After eight and a half hours on the water, we spent the night in the pub downing beer
and whisky until the early hours. Strangely, on Saturday morning things were a bit
hazy. The last wee section from Dores to the finish in Inverness took us just under
two and a half hours, at a very leisurely pace.
As we came to the end I heard Carl putting on his cag and tightening it up. A dip was
coming up and he was getting ready. I did my best to get away from him, but it wasn’t
to be. He came alongside, grabbed me and we went for a swim. With a combination of
hangover and jubilation on completion of the trip, it wasn’t such a bad thing!
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PRO EDITION

7‘2“x26“

219x66 cm / 91L / ~13.2 lbs / ~6.0 kg
4 x Thruster R5 RTM-II

7‘2“x28“
219x71 cm / 103L / ~14.1 lbs / ~6.4 kg
4 x Thruster R5 RTM-II

© PH
PHOTO: REO STEVENS, GRAPHICS: CHRISROSENBERGER.COM

7‘6“x29“
229x73 cm / 115L / t.b.a. lbs / kg
4 x Thruster R5 RTM-II

The new approach in board design wipes the slate clean of traditional “knowledge”
and delivers unbelievable performance in a super compact shape. The
The parallel
parallel
ooutline
o
generates speed, reduces drag and increases lift. The boards can be shorter
and narrower than ever before so the swing weight is reduced. The chopped off
diamond nose is equipped with a soft channel in the centre with bevels on each side
for a forgiving “no pearling” entry and comfortable rail bite. This flows into a single
concave bottom towards the tail channel with hard edges. The double diamond
tail offers additional grip, pressure release and directional control with low drag.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CHECK: WWW.JP-AUSTRALIA-SUP.COM

Pryde Group Europe, Tel : 03 20 17 11 00
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HIDDEN
treasure
The Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation is a
secluded waterway running approximately
14 miles between the city of Chelmsford and
the sea lock at Heybridge Basin (on the
Blackwater Estuary). It follows the route of
the narrow River Chelmer and meanders
through some beautiful and unspoilt
Essex countryside.
Twelve working locks enable navigation
of the 23 metre drop to sea level and
there is a well maintained tow path
along its length. Many people who live
close to it do not even know it is there!
Anni and Mike Ridsill Smith give us the
low down on this hidden SUP treasure.

An Act of Parliament in 1793 launched the
start of the navigation's rich and vibrant
commercial history, which spanned nearly
200 years. Thousands of tonnes of cargo,
such as wood and coal, were loaded onto
barges from foreign ships and horse drawn
along the waterway to the city. Today the
hustle and bustle of commerce and trade
has been replaced by the peace and
tranquillity of the natural environment. It is
now a fondly loved place of recreation for a
host of users, with SUP boarders having
joined the friendly and diverse river
community in recent years.
Unlike many of our country's inland
waterways, the Chelmer and Blackwater
Navigation was not nationalised last
century but instead has always maintained
its independence. Following the threat of
closure in 2005 it was put into the
competent managerial hands of Essex
Waterways Limited, part of the Inland
Waterways Association. The company's
small team of managers, residential
caretakers, lengthsmen and volunteers work
tirelessly all year to keep the navigation
open and its user’s safe, supported by the
work of the Chelmer Canal Trust. These folks
have all been extremely supportive to us at
Frangipani SUP, helping and encouraging us
with our stand-up paddle board school.

Story: Anni and Mike Ridsdill Smith

We run a stand up paddle board school
called Frangipani SUP on the navigation,
where we teach beginners and run our SUP
HUB, SUP Senoritas sessions and SUP
Explores. Frangipani flowers (Plumeria) do
not grow here but many other varieties of
flowers thrive. Our friends from Wet ‘n’ Dry
SUP in Leigh-on-Sea also use the navigation
to teach beginners and have club paddles.
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From a SUP perspective the navigation provides a
wonderful place to paddle and explore, being
both safe and sheltered and offering an amazing
variety of things to see over its 14 miles. It is best
to take your time and enjoy every inch of it as
you paddle towards your ultimate goal, be that a
large piece of cake and cup of tea at the busy
halfway point at The Old Stable Tearooms at
Paper Mill Lock or the summer campsite at Hoe
Mill Lock (you need to book) or the sea lock at the
quaint Heybridge Basin, where two pubs and a
tearoom await you. Or you may be training hard
in which case you will not have much time for
sightseeing or cake eating!
Starting our SUP journey we paddle downstream
from Springfield Basin in central Chelmsford,
where we feel a real sense of urban connection,
with the buzz of traffic and humdrum of daily
city life encircling us. Old wharf buildings have
been regenerated to create smart new residences
and shops and businesses thrive. Then, as we
glide through the water meadows on the edge of
the city, the cacophony starts to fade and we
ponder the route ahead. Paddling on we quickly
reach the lock at Barnes Mill, where corn was
milled since Saxon times. Further still we will
pass under Bundocks Bridge (a surviving John
Rennie design) towards Sandford Lock, next to
Sandford Mill which houses a museum
celebrating local industrial heritage. Sandford
Lock is home to an active boating club and a
small local business called Blackwater Boats,
whose owners have been taking day-trippers on
river cruises for over 20 years.
Heading downstream we will next portage our
boards at Cuton Lock and then paddle onto
Stonhams Lock. In our opinion this marks the
start of the most beautiful stretch of the
waterway as it runs through reed beds, arable
fields, past Ulting Church and through several

more locks and weirs to meet the tidal waters of
Blackwater Estuary. One of these locks is called
Hoe Mill and it is our beloved SUP teaching
home, situated in a very rural, tranquil and
beautiful stretch of the river.
Frangipani SUP beginners take to the water
after a safety briefing and land drills on an
island, to master knee paddling in the lower
mill stream. Once standing they paddle
gingerly downstream towards Sugar Bakers’
cottages, named after the sugar bakers’ holes
where sugar was first extracted from beet
using fire pits. These nervous and wobbly
paddlers are often rewarded with a startling
glimpse of colour as the resident kingfishers
busy themselves or we reach the beautiful
water lily beds.
Okay, enough about our office! Let’s paddle on
downstream from Hoe Mill Lock until we reach
Beeleigh Lock and Falls, an area of natural
beauty with wonderful reed beds, herons and
egrets. If the tide is right it is possible to leave
the navigation here and paddle on the upper
reaches of the tidal estuary to Maldon (a small
historical maritime town which is home to
many Thames barges).
But let’s stay on the navigation and enter the
very interesting Long Pond, a purpose-built
man-made stretch taking us to the sea lock.
As we arrive back in urban territory we pass by
Maldon Golf Club and then paddle past
houses, factories, shops and offices. Leaving
the town behind us the atmosphere changes
again as we head towards the salt marshes
and mudflats of the Blackwater Estuary.
Finally, as we glide into Heybridge Basin, we
glimpse the imposing gates of the sea lock,
beyond which lay the Blackwater Estuary…
and the world.

“It is best to
take your time
and enjoy every
inch of it as you
paddle towards
your ultimate goal
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SUP safe:
As well as the usual SUP safety considerations
we always wear boots when portaging at locks,
take precautions against Weil's disease, keep a
sharp eye out for fishing lines and never take
our SUP boards into locks or over weirs. You
need a special licence to paddle on the
navigation and £5 day licences are available
online at www.waterways.org.uk

Come with us in
our next article
as we explore the
estuary, its
creeks, islands
and some east
coast maritime
history.
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body and soul
Telling SUP enthusiasts that
their sport gives them a stack
of huge personal life
advantages is like convincing
the French of the benefits of
taking a lover or persuading
the Germans to play efficient
football: it’s not that difficult
to make the argument stick.
But most of the information
out there selling the benefits
of SUP, focus on the physical
bonuses of the sport: the buns
of steel, the rock hard abs and
the toned physique which are
the natural and accidental byproduct of SUP workouts. They
don’t tend to mention what it
also does to the most critical
part of the body – the brain.

Words: Simon Hutchinson
(Hutch SUP Wear owner)
Pic credits:
Craig Osgerby and Fi Plavenieks

Body building
for the brain
When functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) scanners were first
introduced to the medical community it
gave researchers looking at the brain the
ability to see what was happening inside
without actually having to open the
patient up and poke around.

some areas of their brains were far larger
after taking the knowledge than before. The
act of committing the geography of London
to memory over time had engaged more
activity and through the learning, like
muscles, their brains had physically
changed shape and structure.

One study used fMRI to take a look at the
brains of London cabbies.

Weather conditions
Doing any new activity builds connections
in the brain but paddle boarding gives huge
opportunities for growth because whether
you are a newbie or experienced boarder
there is always something more challenging
you can do with your SUP to crank up the
level of difficulty. If you are out regularly it
is very difficult have a routine experience
because different weather conditions leads

London black cab drivers have to spend
several years doing ‘the knowledge’ which
involves memorizing all the roads and
routes in greater London and being able to
recall the quickest way between any two
points in this huge area. Images of their
brains were taken before starting and after
finishing ‘the knowledge’ and showed that
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SUP is a uniquely
challenging
sport particularly
for newbies
because of the
balance
challenges.

about and concentrate on when you first
learned them, now happen automatically.

to a different experience. Your brain is
dealing with a mix of skills, balance and
coordination along with strength and cardio
which all happens at the same time.

Any physical activity generates the feel
good endorphin hormones and keeps the
brain sharper and more effective, but stand
up paddle boarding has a multiplier effect
because it calls on your physicality and
technique to adapt to an environment
which is constantly changing. To adapt to
these challenges your brain adjusts and
uses more working brain power than other
activities like running, where the ground is
less likely to move unexpectedly and tip
you over at any moment. Increased
stimulation of the brain through paddle
boarding and plenty of practice, can lead to
a much better connected brain.

SUP is a uniquely challenging sport
particularly for newbies because of the
balance challenges. With a high centre of
gravity, unstable surface and water
movement it forces you to compensate
constantly even without the additional
movements from paddling.
As more practice goes in and you develop
your ability to manage this mix, your brain is
physically changing shape and structure, just
like it did for the London cabbies. You can tell
that these changes are happening because
the things that you used to deliberately think
41
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SUP and stress
When you are standing up and paddling
normally, the same risk applies. If you are
not focused on what you are doing, how you
are holding your body or where the next
wave is coming from, then you’ll end up in
the water. It’s happened to me on social SUP
sessions when I’ve ended up in the water
after getting too caught up in a
conversation, the direct result of being
distracted and not paying enough attention.

In this frantic modern world we have
constant pressures on our time and our
attention which can cause stress, a ‘fight or
flight’ response and over time some serious
health conditions. One way to deal with this
stress is through mindfulness, which is the
practice and ability to focus on ‘the present
moment’ which is taught by Buddhism and
has been adopted by talking therapies like
CBT. There are plenty of organizations out
there offering mindfulness training, but
with SUP it’s a natural and integral part of a
session out on the water.

A mini holiday
Spending time directing your mind in the
moment, means you are not spending time
worrying about meetings or what you have
to catch up on at home. You are giving your
brain a mini holiday and helping it recover
and reset.

Yoga
It is not an accident that Yoga has a special
relationship with SUP. One of the reasons for
this connection is that Yoga on a paddle
board gives instant feedback to the Yogis: if
they are not focused and mindful and have
good form doing a pose on a SUP, then there
could be a consequence which involves a
short swim.

The benefits of this accidental SUP
mindfulness training doesn’t just stop when
we have loaded the board back onto the roof
rack. The immediate effect is to leave us
calmer and happier than we set out but
because our brains have tuned in to this
‘mindfulness’ break, they’ve made a
physical connection in the brain which will
makes it much easier to tune back in next
time, on or off the board.

SUP for the soul
Spending more time connecting with the water in a natural environment is something that
we can all benefit from. There is something naturally calming about seeing the world from a
different perspective, from seeing wildlife close up and admiring the beauty of the water,
whether it is a lake, river, ocean or sunset.
SUP sessions can offer an effective addition to your life. They can improve your brain,
help you deal with stress and give you a means to enjoy the fresh air and other
benefits of the outdoors, a great add on to your washboard abs and buns of steel.
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Land
Probably the most common thing I
get told by newcomers to the sport
is: ‘I’m a surfer, but I don’t live near
the sea so I want to give SUP a try’.
My reply is simple: ‘You’ve come to
the right place!’
I could honestly say that a large percentage
of Central SUP paddlers are (or were)
landlocked surfers – in fact the whole idea
of Central SUP was founded on that. I didn’t
have the ocean on my doorstep but
paddling a board on a canal was a happy
second best. However, like the rest of them,
it soon became my first love and my
longboard now collects dust in storage.
Writing about that inland mentality is what
this article is about. Being placed in the
heart of the country probably makes me a
worthy contender to answer that question.
The growth area of SUP seems to be flatwater paddling and the amount of paddle
boarders on rivers, lakes and canals of old
Blighty has increased lots over the last
couple of years. The most common board
shapes seem to be the 10/11ft all-rounders
and recreation paddling the most popular
side of the sport.

Inland surfer mentality
For me, it was like a big sigh of relief once I
knew I would not have to drive for at least
two and a half hours to my nearest beach to
often find the conditions had changed,
giving me some brown blown out slop. The
one thing I will say for being a land locked
surfer is that you go out anyway, as you’ve
come so far nothing is going to stop you!
Back in the day I would surf everything and
anything just because I knew that might be
the only time I would get a wave for a couple
of months. I would surf in the winter with two
wetsuits on, marigolds on my hands to try
and keep warm, in some of the worst looking
waves you could imagine. The locals would
be dumbfounded as to why you would ever
want to bother. Of course it made sense to
them when they heard a Brummie accent
chirping away in dulcet tones as I strolled
past them, all smiles.

It’s fair to say that the Inland surfer
mentality has evolved; we still like getting
into some solid waves but that thirst is
quenched more readily now by the
accessibility that SUP brings. In addition SUP
can offer more stability and volume and be a
much more effective wave riding machine in
very poor conditions, so whereas you may
have been struggling with a surf board
beforehand, you suddenly find yourself
dropping in, holding a paddle and not riding
the white water anymore! Being a SUP surfer
has certainly progressed my wave riding
skills no end – for a start you are on the
board on a regular basis, not once in a blue
moon, and you can practice turns, paddle
skills and weight distribution on flat water.
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locked
–
inside the mind of the Inland SUP surfer
Words and photos: Chris Kenyon

Getting our fix
There were many other ways in which we
got our fix; skateboards became a firm
favourite so that we could carve up the
tarmac. Snowboarding was another one as
the Tamworth Snow Dome happens to be
right on our doorstep, or just plain old
watching surf movies and making up stories
about the massive waves you got when you
were in Cornwall last. None of them would
ever make you Kelly Slater of course, but
that didn’t really matter. I do think that this
land locked mentality has had a huge
impact on SUP – I have had countless
conversations with individuals who are now
full on SUP converts due to that whole initial
interest in surfing, the ocean and so forth.

coast on a regular basis. In fact being
centrally based means that we have equal
access to all coasts, not just the south. So I
would say that is what it is to be a land
locked surfer; you are not actually ‘land
locked’ at all. The UK is an island after all
and the furthest point inland is only 75 odd
miles from the coast, so when you look at it
that way it’s not really far at all. Mind you
with the recent rise in river surfing and of
course the new wave pools that are under
construction, it seems that getting your fix
will be absolutely no trouble at all!

Nowadays we have the advantage of wave
and weather apps, the internet and a whole
host of predicting tools. You can just look at
a webcam and know what the waves are
doing. Surfers are no longer coastal beings –
many of them live inland and travel to the
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Chris Kenyon
is director at Central
SUP, ASI trainer for
London and Midlands,
Starboard team rider
and UK SUP Clubs
advisor. For more info
about Central SUP and
Chris check out
http://centralsup.net/
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India dreaming
Words: Manu Bouvet
Pics: Pierre Bouras/Bic Sport.
Despite having one of the longest coastlines in the world, India has yet to exploit its potential for watersports. This extremely
vast country offers optimal conditions for SUP, be it sublime leisurely cruising or world-class surfing conditions. For anyone
seeking an alternative stand up destination to the usual suspects, India should definitely be one to check out. Carine
Camboulives and Manu Bouvet set off on a trip to discover the SUP opportunities this vibrant and diverse country has to offer.
Over to Manu for the lowdown.
From our first trip to Kerala, South India, over 10 years ago, I had left with the conviction that I would one day return,
knowing very well how little of these promises stand the test of time. Back then, we had, during a month long journey,
followed the coast of Kerala, heading north east and making our way up the Tamil Nadu region. We found good conditions for
windsurfing and a few beach breaks, the colour of Masala tea (brown from all the rain that time of year). Beyond the
conditions, we were fascinated by the flow in which such a dense and mixed population manages to coexist. The
kaleidoscope of colours, spices and aromas that fills the air in this part of India, seems to ignite in a culinary firework, to our
greatest delight!
Several years later, and with two adorable little girls at our side, our passion for SUP renders our return to India
unquestionable. SUP is the ideal tool with which to experience India along its waters and to discover its most beautiful waves.
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old Shadé: no rough crossings, no
seasickness and most importantly – no fear
of them going overboard. Shadé, who has
started walking already, continues her
progress aboard the boat. This cruise is
undoubtedly set out to be a smooth one.

The backwaters
For over a century, in Kerala, south west
India, exotic local barges have
navigated the backwaters, this network
of lagoons parallel to the Arabian Sea,
away from the Malabar Coast. We
embark on one of these barges and set
out on one of the most amazing SUP
experiences we could ever imagine.
Sinju, our captain, stands at the bow of his
kettuvallam. In Malayam, the spoken
language of Kerala, kettu means, ‘held by
ropes’ and vallam means, ‘boat’. We embark
quite late and Sinju worries about the
falling tide, which will soon prevent us from
leaving. The large bags we hastily stack
behind his command post intrigue his
crewmen, as well as himself. They have
never before seen a stand up paddleboard
and we ourselves have never seen a
‘houseboat’.
Ours for the next four days is emblematic
of these big, singularly crafted boats with
unique history. Used since the early 20th
century to transport rice and spices, the
kettuvallam found them docked in the 70s
with the development of highways. From
then on deemed unnecessary, these barges

would surely have been vowed to extinction
had it not been for the ingenuity of some of
the witnesses of the ever-growing tourism
in this region, coming up with the idea of
turning them into cruise boats.

Before heading to bed the crew serves us
one of those dinners that have been
delighting us since our arrival. It is 10 years
later but the flavours of Kerala have not
aged a bit.

The comparison is not an easy one with our
own stand up paddleboards, if only that
they were also created with the idea of
turning something old into new.

Our journey on the backwaters is one of pure
contemplation and perfectly satisfying to
the inactive traveler. But it has to take on a
different and more active aspect for us, once
we set our boards on the water, which we do
as soon as we wake up the next morning.

Hottest month of the year
Our houseboat slowly leaves its home port
in Lake Vembanad, south of Cochin,
between the tea Plantation Mountains and
the Indian Ocean, just in time before the
tide has entirely receded. It is the middle of
May, just before the start of the monsoon
(expected June 1st), and the hottest month
of the year. The sky is clear and a thin veil
tries in vain to soften the burning heat of
the sun. We travel at a very slow pace
during the entire journey. The houseboats
are long, large and heavy and perfectly
adapted to the calm backwaters. For once,
we need not worry about our two
daughters, seven-year
old Lou and 16-month

Bathing his cow
Tied down along a canal, under a huge
mango tree falling under the weight of still
unripe fruit, I set Lou out on the water as
the sun slowly rises. I am overcome by the
peacefulness that surrounds us. On the
opposite bank a man bathes his cow while a
group of women washes their clothes and
looks over indifferently. An Epinal print of
an everlasting India, far from that of the
vast cities of exponential sizes, boosted by
an economic growth envied by the rest of
the world.

Our houseboat slowly
leaves its home port in
Lake Vembanad, south of
Cochin, between the tea
Plantation Mountains and
the Indian Ocean
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Before heading to
bed the crew serves
us one of those
dinners that have
been delighting us
since our arrival. It is
10 years later but
the flavours of Kerala
have not aged a bit.
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Untouched
I realize that what I am seeing that
morning has always been here, and
remains untouched, little or nothing in our
surroundings are indicative of this day
and age... that is until Lou makes her way
on her stand up paddle. I am not sure
whether it is the never before seen vehicle
or the fact that a blond little girl is
standing on top of it, but all eyes turn her
way and smiles light up. I jump on my
board to join her and go over to meet this
crowd of locals, going about their business
along the banks. What an extraordinary
way to meet people and not just be a plain
spectator to these scenes of daily life.
These are the moments I had hoped to live
on this journey along the backwaters.
Carine is calling me from our boat. She rigs
me with a baby carrier in which she
comfortably installs Shadé, who is
delighted at the prospect of a morning
cruise. The four of us paddle along until we
run into a temple on the riverbank. A few
worshippers welcome us as we approach
and one of them, rapidly and with great
precision, applies a mark on each of our
foreheads. It is a vegetable powder, usually
sandalwood, applied as protection on what
the Hindus call the ‘third eye’ or ‘sixth
chakra’. It is the eye of self-knowledge
centred right above the eyebrows.
After being blessed, we penetrate the openair temple, made of several small alcoves
where offerings are placed at the feet of the
multiple deity represented there. Today’s
ceremony celebrates the first day of the
monsoon cycle or rainy season, putting an
end to several months of drought. We pray
that it will bring fertility to the fields. The
worshippers are chanting prayers; the
sounds, colours and smells are a journey
within the journey. Lou is in awe of Ganesh,

the god of intelligence, with his four arms
and elephant face. We leave the temple
taking care not to turn our backs to the deity
and slowly go about our way. There is no
motive to be hasty here, neither on the water
nor on land. Life unravels in such slow motion
and with a certain nonchalance that seems
to defy the course of time. I notice, as I often
do when I travel, that slow pace has much
more to reveal than speed. Being so close to
the coast and standing over the water like we
do on a stand up board, turn this cruise into a
beautiful way to discover the coastline, and
miss nothing along the way.

Pollution
The start of the monsoon is also the start
of the low touristy season. There are few
houseboats left, many are out of the water
for repair and maintenance. Built almost
entirely from natural materials, the
houseboats have a very low environmental
impact. A great advantage considering the
ecological condition of the backwaters,
often criticized for the pollution of its
water, where almost all of the local
household waste is dumped. Indeed the
water here is not inviting and is advised
against for swimming, although locals
here bathe in it daily. Carine cannot resist
the urge to freshen up a bit and Pierre, our
photographer, joyfully dives in with his
camera housing. They are both still in
great health to this day, maybe it’s from
not swallowing the water...
One evening, atop of my stand up, as all I
could distinguish through the milky white
light were shapes and contours, a
fisherman calls out to me from his
outrigger canoe.
A few paddles later and I am sitting on my
board conversing with this elder man, with
a thin white moustache. We slowly paddle

together into the dusk and I understand
that he is taking off to go fish for the
night. I watch him speed up until I see
him motion me to start racing. I happily
play along, but can feel him struggling to
keep up, and as a respect to his older age I
decide that I should slow down, when
suddenly he catches up and I am now the
one making an effort to stay level with
him. He stops suddenly out of breath and
shows me his heart with his hand. After a
short moment of worry we find ourselves
sitting next to each other once again and
finally we arrive back at the houseboat.
With a sparkle in his eye, he reaches below
his bench and pulls out a small bottle of
local rum, pours a generous glass that he
downs in one go before lighting up a
cigarette!
“I am 74 years old and I need a little pick
me up to last the night on my canoe” he
tells Sinju, who translates for me. I am
amazed and still trying to catch my breath!

Open-air theatre
The backwaters are like an open-air
theatre between land and water, where
daily life scenes are constantly played out.
Their perfect aesthetics could be mistaken
for a made up setting, a staging that the
spectator would never tire of admiring. If
he is unafraid, like Carine, Lou, Shadé and
I, to jump in the water and stand up on a
board, then he becomes himself an actor
in this real life play. The most beautiful
one there is.
To embark for these islands, one has to
resist the song of the sirens – not the one
Ulysses and his men had to fear – but the
overwhelming warnings against
everything and everyone.

Carine is calling me from our boat. She rigs me with a
baby carrier in which she comfortably installs Shadé, who
is delighted at the prospect of a morning cruise.
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The ocean
If this chapter of our trip is smooth and leisurely, sailing comfortably to the rhythms of the
tide, it certainly awakens our desire for more adventure. The rest of our trip has all the
ingredients to satisfy it: uncertainty, the unknown, insecurity and the need for freedom.
Obtaining from the Indian administration the permit to visit the island we have set out
for is discouraging to say the least. In comparison it makes any French administrative
quest seem like a pleasurable moment. Our destination had in fact become, a few years
ago, an al Qa’ida ‘hideout’, and the Indian government was asked from then on to take
back the control over its territory. Hence the over-zealousness of all sorts. However, the
Somali pirates who regularly attack the ships in this region, know there is nothing to
expect from the government; the thousands of crewmen put aboard these ships by the
merchant navy are not worth a rupee in ransom...
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I cannot seem to get used to this constant quest for security in which our societies seem to
confine themselves. We see precaution as a virtue while on the contrary it is mostly an
excuse for giving up, ultimate pretext to take no risks, attempt or undertake anything new,
in plain, not to live at all! It is for that matter one of the big issues around watersports,
because of its risky nature!
Patrice Franceschi has perfectly illustrated this, “No other choice: you must agree to
uncertainty, insecurity: it is the price to pay to regain part of our freedom” (from his essay
‘Et si l’aventure, c’etait l’esprit d’aventure’ – ‘What if adventure itself was the spirit of
adventure’).
In this adventurous state of mind, we embark on the ferry on our way overseas. For too long
I have dreamt of these islands (two thirds are inaccessible to non-Indian visitors) and I will
not let these warnings deter me.

“Two fingers to precaution! Indian ferry or not,
pirates or not, al Qa’ida or not, we are going...
or at least we are trying!”

Knowing when this ferry is leaving is not easy, but getting to know when it comes back is a
plain mystery: “When is the return?” I ask to the person in charge. He answers me by
bobbing his head in this typical Indian manner that always delights me, and that can mean
pretty much anything. “Monsoon starting, maybe no boat if bad weather,” he says after a
while.
Leaving without knowing when you’ll return has to be the true way of travelling. Gerard
Chaliand, traveler and poet, suggests an answer to this by saying, “The cultural wealth of
knowing the world, paid by physical risk, accepted insecurity and attachment to
independence, is priceless.” I share his set of values and count on them to elevate us above
this massive thirst for security.
But what was I finding at all corners of the world? Why do I always want to see further?
Over time I realize that the treasures of travelling are not the ones we think. We believe we
are on a quest for waves but we come back touched by one single image, a sound, and an
atmosphere. I am sitting on my SUP; Carine passes by me heading towards the peak. We’ve
been here long enough to have forgotten about what day it is. We are now used to watching
the wave peel in perfection, just for us. When the swell is big, the wave takes on a different
aspect, take off is impressive and the lip throws wide on shallow water.
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A small fright
“Daddy” she shouts with a huge grin on her face,
“we’re going to have tea at Rashidu’s house”.
Carine’s delighted smile is her best answer, and
they disappear into the small path leading to the
medina.

Lou goes back to shore after a small frightful
episode on her SUP. She doesn’t quite realize how
close she gets to the rocks. She’s back on the beach
with her sister Shadé, who’s being spoiled by
Rashidu, our dedicated ‘helper’ since our arrival. A
few moments later I look up towards the pier and
see Lou who is at the back of Rashidu’s motorcycle
with Shadé sandwiched between the two of them.

Today, months after our return, I remember this
moment of completeness most vividly.

A time where all seems to fall into place, where
everyone is living entirely in the moment

TM

Watch the video:

Available from Kai Sports and good
retailers in UK/Ireland 023 8084 0777
www.kaisports.co.uk info@kaisports.co.uk
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Cultural distance
A time where all seems to fall into place, where
everyone is living entirely in the moment, without
any apprehensions or restraint towards the location
and the people around us. What matters most is the
emotion, not the action or the surroundings. It is her
spirit that I felt I had pierced through for a brief
instant that day. To experience this I had shed
enough of my fears, fantasies and clichés, which,
even when maintained in a state of clinical death,
can come alive again when experiencing such
cultural and geographical distance.
We carry on surfing this perfect right-hander,
knowing that our daughters are being spoiled like
princesses by all of Rashidu’s aunts, sisters,
cousins and neighbors.

The offshore breeze carries smells of burning trash
from the shore. Goats rummage through it looking
for something to eat, next to cows quietly grazing
under the coconut trees. From time to time,
children will gather under the shade of the big tree
that hangs over the end of the wave. Along with the
animals, they are the only few spectators of our
sessions, making the long ferry hours and past
fears now seem totally ridiculous.

Thank you
Manu and Carine would like
to thank
www.keralatourism.org for
all their help and
assistance.
They flew by Qatar Airways
who fly scheduled daily
flights from London to Kochi
starting at £450.

We must awaken the spirit of adventure that lies in
us in order to experience strong emotions like
these and to go towards a better understanding of
the world. Olivier Frébourg has great advice in this
regard, “Let go of everything! Nowadays, adventure
is the sky and the sea resisting against virtual
world’s slavery!”

NEPTUNE MACH #2 RACE/CRUISER SUP

£899
Including our carbon
adjustable paddle

Our Mach #2 Race/Cruiser boards are dedicated boards for those who want to
just keep on going, with its sleek design one stroke seems to give three times
the result, because of the design of the hull you truly glide through the water..
http://www.neptunesups.com info@neptunesups.com 07914 591796
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For the UK’s recreational paddlers

The PaddlerUK
issue one out now
Purchase digitally on
Joomag for just £1.39 for
the 100 page issue at:
http://joom.ag/QlGb
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Purchase the printed
edition for just £6.99 inc
P&P avaialble from:
http://www.thepaddler.
co.uk/subscribe.html.
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Doggy style
A picture paints a
thousand words – but for
Ruby and I it set us off
on a thousand
adventures. Whilst bored
one night I came across
pictures on the internet
of some dogs looking
like they were having
great fun on paddle
boards.

Ruby, an English springer
spaniel, is owned by Clare
Poyser. Clare has set up
Canine SUP – a Facebook
page that brings dog SUPers
together. Clare is Dec Poyser
on Facebook for those who
want more info about
paddling with your pooch.

Clare and Ruby

the campfire I knew we needed more of
this in our lives.

I looked at Ruby and said: ‘We’re gonna
do that’. Ruby raised one lazy eyelid,
took a glance at the screen and
thought to herself: ‘Geez, another one
of those ideas!’ Little did we know then
what antics were coming our way.

To o c o l d fo r a d o g
I wanted instruction and skills to enable
us to work better on the board. For me,
not being so wobbly and not keep falling
off every five minutes. So I signed up for
the BSUPA Ready to Ride course at my
local club – InlandSUP. This was October
and I quickly realised that reservoirs in
Birmingham were too cold at that time of
the year for a dog. I secretly joined the
club alone (she would have been livid if
she’d known I was going paddle
boarding) and began developing my
skills over the winter months.

Ruby has always been an outward going
dog that is mad keen on adventure – find
me a springer spaniel that isn’t. So it had
always been natural for us to be out
getting wet and dirty. For both of us the
water has always been a major influence
in our adventures; even choosing walks by
how big the puddles are. Our SUP story
started, after that night of enlightenment
on the internet, with more research into
how to paddle with your dog, working out
how dangerous it was going to be, where
we could go and wondering if Ruby would
actually stay on the board or be more
keen to swim all the time…

By the time the spring arrived I was ready.
We spent a lot of time in those early days
figuring out just how this was going to
work for us. One of the biggest challenges
once Ruby was comfortable on the board
was actually keeping her on there! As soon
as she sees the paddle board coming off
the roof rack she goes crazy, yelping
excitedly, her tail wagging so fast it’s a blur
and a totally inability to sit still. We spent a
lot of time coming to compromises – she
gets her swimming time if I get my
paddling time. All this required a totally
new set of commands to learn.

Soon I was booking a SUP taster session
on the River Dee with the rest of Ruby’s
Adventure Club friends and excitedly
anticipating the date arriving. That day
dawned and it turns out Ruby was a bit of
a natural. Me? Well, I took a bit more
time to get used to the boards and being
on the water. But at the end of the day
when we both lay shattered in front of
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Ruby’s top five tips for
paddling with your dog:
1. Time
The chances of a positive first experience are vastly
improved by taking your time; dogs are used to having four
legs fairly well planted on solid ground and to put them
onto a board that moves can be a massive trauma.Taking it
slow is also important as your paddling develops: allow
extra time on long trips for your pooch to enjoy it too.

Words: Clare Poyser
Pics: Canine SUP/Keith Wraight

2. Exercise
If your dog is like Ruby then a good run
before SUPing does wonders to help burn off
excess excitement and also brings with it a
dog that is a lot calmer.

3. Let them swim
Taking a hound on the water but not letting
them in it is like taking a kid to a sweet shop
and not buying anything. As long as you have
good commands with your dog then letting
them swim isn’t a problem. They’ll come back
when called and when they need a rest.
57
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4. Safety
Ultimately you need to have
confidence in your paddling
ability to get to your dog
quickly, should it run into
difficulties. It’s also important
to keep an eye on the general
welfare of the hound on the
water; is it too cold, has it
eaten and drunk enough fresh
water? Keep an eye out for
wildlife too – a duck doesn’t
expect a dog to arrive by
paddle board.

5. Have fun
Getting out and paddle
boarding is all about stoke
and taking along a companion
just doubles that.

And a free bonus tip?
Don’t ever expect to stay dry!

staying on board and also for me to get
used to having such a dynamic weight
moving about my supposedly stable
platform. Working with Ruby to enable us to
get places took some time; if she had her
own way she would swim everywhere but
that’s just not possible and would wear her
out too quickly, so we slowly build up
commands and instructions. We’re not
perfect, but it all works for us.

Ruby quickly became the most popular club
member at InlandSUP and everyone was
keen to paddle with her on board until they
realised that when she jumps off, she goes
one way and the board goes the other –
sharpish! She also has become a bit of a
local attraction in Birmingham with people
stopping to gaze in disbelief at the paddle
boarding dog.
So far we have been on some great
adventures together; from SUP surfing in
Wales, paddling the River Wye, including
Symonds Yat Rapids, to exploring local
rivers and waterways, and there will be
many more to come. The joy of paddling
with Ruby is twofold; the enjoyment I get
from being out on the water and also seeing
the pure delight on Ruby’s face when we are
SUPing together.

One decision I took was that Ruby wouldn’t
wear a pet buoyancy aid while on the water.
This was for a couple of reasons; one being
she just doesn’t like wearing them and
another being that she’s a confident
swimmer without. It’s a very personal
choice that each owner will need to take.
She does however wear a harness; this
provides so many more places where I can
help her onto the board.

So how do we do it?

In the early days we used the club boards
and took it for granted that Ruby could
climb on fairly easily. When I bought my
first board it didn’t have the padded deck
like the club ones and Ruby struggled with
getting her balance on the board and also
climbing back on.

Getting to where we are now has been down
to a lot of preparation and training – on both
of our parts. In the early days I would spend
time with Ruby on the land, letting her get
used to sitting on it, noticing that it moved
and rocked when she stood on the rails or
nose, and generally ensuring she knew
exactly what it was. Sometimes it is easy to
forget when introducing dogs to new things
that they are usually very suspicious –
taking the time to be comfortable with the
board is key to happiness.

After learning how to do it ourselves we
arranged another session for Ruby’s
Adventure Club friends and it’s gone from
strength to strength – in September and
October alone we delivered sessions to over
50 Canine SUPers in Birmingham.

Once we moved onto the water it was a
totally different ball game and Ruby was in
her element, jumping off the board and
swimming. It took a while to get her used to
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Bamboo

SERIES

BAMBOO SUP 8.0
DYNAMIC

BAMBOO WAVE SUP 9.0
SURF

BAMBOO SUP YOGA 10.6
YOGA

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

BAMBOO SUP 10.6
ALLROUND

BAMBOO SUP 11.6
FAMILY

BAMBOO SUP 12.6
TOURING

EVA DIAMOND CUT GRIP
SANDED FINISH
TIMELESS DESIGN
0,5 MM BAMBOO VENEER
9 OZ. FIBERGLASS (DOUBLE WRAP)
6 OZ. FIBERGLASS (DOUBLE WRAP)
FOAM EPS 18KG/M3 CORE
WOOD STRINGER

FOAM EPS 18 KG/M3

JOBE SUP BOARD
rrange
g
AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE AT JOBESUP.COM

Aero

SERIES

AERO SUP 8.6
DYNAMIC

AERO YOGA SUP 10.6
YOGA

AERO SUP 10.6
ALLROUND

01
02
03
04
04
05

AERO SUP 11.6
FAMILY

AERO SUP 12.6
TOURING

EVA FOAM GRIP PAD
TIMELESS DESIGN
PVC COATED NYLON BASE
1ST & 2ND LAYER DROPSTITCH REINFORCEMENT
BASE CLOTH
SPACE YARN (2600G/M2 660D)

SPACE YARN

Package contains:

BAG | PUMP | PADDLE
LEASH | REPAIR KIT

Concrete jungle
land paddle UK
When I first saw land paddling I was a bit sceptical. Middleaged men riding super-size skateboards propelled by wooden
sticks looked suss to me. One step away from buying a Harley
Davidson, my wife thought I was regressing back to my yoof
upon announcing I was getting involved. And yet, as a cold
weather, dark night or crossover training tool, land SUP really is
a good option and it’s no wonder more people are literally
getting on board.

History lesson
Land paddling comes from the States where
a bunch of gliding enthusiasts wanted
something to complement their everyday
stand up paddle boarding and skate
shenanigans. After a few beverages to free
the mind (well, that’s what I assume
anyhow), the idea of using a ‘stick’ to propel
a skateboard was hit upon. In the blink of an
eye land paddling was born and we now
have a growing number of aficionados here
in the UK.
With our unpredictable and changeable
weather, plus a whole raft of land locked
paddlers who don’t/can’t always manage to
get wet, land SUP is gaining fans fast.
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BIG THANKS to Gary Evans at Land
Paddle UK for supplying Kahuna
Creations kit for the article. Also shout
outs to Stefan Eilades at Shoreham
Beach Land Paddle, the guys at
Sk8Pole and everyone else who helped
out with this feature. Check out the
Facebook group:
www.facebook.com/groups/620545648

The experience
‘So, land paddling: it’s just a gimmick innit?’ It would be
fair to assume this statement was true. There’s nothing
worse than watching your dear old dad try to show his
super cool skateboarding skills, only to witness him fall
flat on his noggin. Perceptions surrounding land paddling
are pretty similar, yet give it a chance and opinions may
swing the other way.
Let’s get one thing straight: land paddling in no way shape
or form is stand up paddle boarding. While some skills,
movements and muscle memories are similar, it’s not the
same. For one, land paddling puts a great deal more stress
and strain on the body and joints – concrete is nowhere
near as forgiving as water.

Land paddlers
have their say…
“I started land paddling
to train for SUP surfing.
Practising crossing the
paddle over and turning
on the flat, this
progressed to ramps and
then to other surf related
moves like tail slides. I
now find that I will often
choose to land paddle
over a flat water SUP as
in my opinion it's more
fun and just as beneficial
as being on the water.”
Alan – SUP North

“Land paddling is a great
form of exercise,
transportation and
ultimately a way to
simulate some of the
moves I'm trying to nail
when SUP surfing. I'm
lucky if I can get to real
waves twice a month; the
rest of the time land
paddling gives me a
chance to practice
pivoting/bracing with the
paddle, sliding the tail
and those
pumping/carving board
skills that hopefully
make me a better
paddler.”
Simon Dunton – SUP North

Words and photos: Tez Plavenieks
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However if you’re a SUPer looking for a cross training
discipline or a stand up paddle surfer looking to develop
better carving then it could be for you. It’s also a fun way of
cruising your local beach in a slightly unconventional
manner – after all, using your feet for propulsion is old hat!
Covering distance on land paddling gear will definitely
give riders a workout. Standing in surf stance is
particularly tiring. Learning to ride switch can alleviate
problems, as well as giving muscle groups a breather. This
can be tricky though and may result in unflattering
dismounts at first…

Why land paddle?
Land paddling offers those without access to waves the
opportunity to consolidate muscle memory that will be
put to good use during the next surf trip. Kahuna Creations
boards, especially the Shaka Surf, are optimised for
carving. Learning rail to rail transitions and sliding the tail
mimic paddle surfing moves. Land paddling also gives
riders the opportunity to practice ‘wrap arounds’ – all good
exercises for surfing.
Land SUP is a good workout when you don’t have time to
get on the water, it’s a choppy day/less than inspiring or
it’s cold and not very inviting. The fitness element is
tangible, although it’s wise to learn an efficient technique
when covering ground as continually slamming the
concrete will do more harm than good.
As paddlers get more into land paddling, technique will no
doubt come to the fore and land SUPing may become a
discipline in its own right rather than complimentary. A
few races have been run in the UK already, a number are
pushing land SUP in the skate park and there’s still plenty
of scope to develop things further. For now though, it’s a
great addition to your normal on water stand up
shenanigans and offers a novel way to stay trim and/or
practice your surfing technique.

Boards

The kit

It’s easy to assume land paddle boards are just bog standard
longboard skateboards, yet there are subtle nuances that make
Kahuna Creations’ gear great for land SUP. Boards carve extremely
well, to the point of feeling ‘wobbly’ if you’re first jumping on board.
They also glide with ease and have a little weight to help overcome
friction as they roll along. Land paddle boards, mostly, look different
to traditional longboards. Adopting surf and SUP shapes, these craft
have been developed to recreate the experience of being on water as
much as possible – check out the Bombora for evidence of how land
paddle boards appear SUP-like.

Paddles
Land SUP paddles can be anything from adjustable alloy shafts, with
rubberised ‘blades’, to beautifully crafted works of art that you feel
guilty for abusing. Rubber ends are engineered to keep contact with
the concrete and avoid slipping. There’s nothing worse than scooting
along, having put in a full power stroke, only to fall flat on your face.
Rubber needs to roll or articulate when in contact with the ground to
allow the rider to pull through the whole stroke – as you would do on
the water. Bamboo/wooden layup shafts flex and breathe, making
manoeuvres all the more enjoyable and forgiving, while metal
paddles don’t offer as much finesse.

Wheels and trucks
As is the case with everything these days, you can pimp your ride
until satisfied – it’s no different with land paddling. Kahuna Creations
boards, as with other brands, come with their own trucks and wheels.
Big, fat and ready to roll while fitting snuggly, they’re perfectly fine
and do the job. Depending on the riding you’re aspiring to, however,
may mean other bits of kit are required to do the job better. Some
land paddlers look to slide more effectively, while others want out
and out speed. Whatever your poison, it could be worth checking
available add ons/upgrades.

Helmets, pads and protection
Without wanting to sound like good ole ‘elf ‘n’ safety, it should be
noted, if not already blindingly obvious, that concrete is a hard
surface. Stacking it while zooming mach 10 along the tarmac is
recipe for some serious gravel rash. Your bonce is also vulnerable to
clattering the ground, should you tumble. Therefore, if land paddling
is a new thing, investing in appropriate knee/elbow pads and a skate
lid could be a good thing – particularly for your offspring. Blazing
shoeless along busy streets may look cool but it’s best to learn the
fundamentals first, stay safe and add some of your own colourful
personality at a later date.
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Land paddlers have their say…
“My story starts out of desperation in the late summer of 2012. The girls/guys of our SUP group regularly got together on a
Thursday night for a ‘keep fit’ session along the promenade. Sadly I felt I was missing out on all the fun – as a general rule I
don't do running (unless being chased by a dog). So I started researching something I could do. I came across some pictures of
people land paddling in America on the internet and thought it looked cool. I felt it came close to stand up paddle surfing,
which I love.
As an engineer my mind soon got to work on how I could make a specifically designed product that performed to the
requirements I wanted – a product that actually felt like surfing the land. After a year’s worth of research, design and
prototyping I came up with a few boards and sticks that fit the role.
I'm really happy I've found land SUP, and helped in its introduction to my local SUP community. There's nothing like cruising
the smooth paths/promenade with friends in shorts and flip flops on a late summer evening, chatting and having fun while
keeping fit.”
Mike Smith – Kent based paddler and land SUP designer/engineer
“I had seen it online and
thought it looked cool
and different. I got a
paddle stick and began
to use my Fanatic
longboard. I enjoyed it
for cruising at the
events I attend
throughout the year. It
seems land SUP
exploded in 2014. It's
growing well with a few
brands about and some
good key people doing
it. Land SUP connects
with the water side of
the sport and helps
improve balance and
turns. It’s definitely
helped me improve!”
Jay JSUP Manning
Fanatic pro rider

“I first tried out land SUP at the 2013 Blokart (land yacht) Euros when we didn’t have any wind
to get out sailing. I was never much of a skateboarder in my youth so was a little bit worried
about giving it a go. But I found it fairly easy to get going on the board with the paddle. From
then on I have been hooked! I use my boards for fun and exercise – it’s a great workout. After a
long distance you know you have done it; fantastic for the core. It’s great to see people’s faces
when you pass them. First they look in wonder, then you get big smiles and cheers. Many a
time I have gotten off my board to give someone a go. I get the funniest looks going in to shops
and banks, but they all want to try it. I love to spread the land SUP groove! I have meet some
great people through land SUP and now have some awesome friends that meet up regularly for
a ride.”
Simon Jeffrey
Kahuna Creations rider and land paddle designer
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Tools for the job (Reviews)
Kahuna Creations

Shoreham land paddle

As part of this feature we got our hands on a variety of land paddling gear. Kahuna
Creations kit is premium quality with attention to detail in abundance. The Bombora is a
beast of a board and perfect for those who fancy cruising with the odd toes on the nose.
Kahuna’s drop deck Black Wave is a funky carving board that rips up the tarmac with ease,
while the Retrofish is close to traditional longboard performance and loves a bit of an
incline. Our pick of the boards, however, is the Shaka Surf, which carves like a dream, copes
with ramps and slides well – a nearly true reflection of stand up paddle surfing on land.
The paddles supplied were impressive and engineered with care; especially the bamboo
stick, which breathes and flexes as the rider whips it round moves. The adjustable alloy
Hacka paddle is great for multiple riders or those on a budget.
Kahuna’s trademark ‘blade’ (rubberised end) keeps in constant contact with the concrete
and rolls as you paddle, ensuring no slippage. All in all, a cracking bit of kit that all
paddlers would be stoked to own.
Check www.landpaddleuk.co.uk for prices.

Stefan Eilades, the owner of bespoke
Shoreham Land Paddle, is an artist who
produces beautifully crafted land SUP
paddles. He supplied SUP Mag UK with one
of his unique creations, which is simply
stunning. Laid up with a number of
sandwiched wooden layers, it feels sublime
in the hands and Stef’s craftsmanship
shines through. Efficient through each
paddle stroke, the round ball blade end does
an admirable job of staying in contact with
the ground. If you fancy a wonderfully
crafted piece of wooden art with purpose
then you’d do a lot worse than getting in
contact with Stefan and seeing what he can
do for you.

Gary Evans from Land Paddle UK says: “Promoting land paddling in the UK has been a
real labour of love and taken a lot of commitment since we launched LPUK in 2012. It's
fantastic to finally see the scene growing and more and more stand up paddlers getting
involved. Having people like Chris at Brighton Land Paddle, Chris Kenyon and Central SUP
Club, The 'Sup North' team, along with Perch Rock Paddlers and Jay Manning, Mike Smith,
Simon Jeffery and South East Area SUP, and many more, all using land paddling as a cross
trainer, is really starting to get the sport taken seriously in the UK.”

Stefan says: “All paddles are one-off custom
made by me. Various woods are available
and handles can be changed if preferred. The
one tested is my standard design in maple
and sapele. Costing £100, it includes the
rubber ball end (or £20 extra for the kahuna
blade). The business is just run from my
Facebook page – that's how to contact me
for orders. I also make a cheaper version
made from solid ash for £70 (this one is
better for smaller riders as it’s quite flexy).”

Sk8Pole
The Sk8Pole is a funky looking product developed in the States specifically for land
paddling. A telescopic alloy shaft, with screw tight locking mechanism, ensures riders can
get their optimum paddle shaft length. The nifty articulating rubber blade stays in contact
with the ground all the way through each stroke and the ball hand grip is comfortable.
Both the hand grip and paddle end are removable and replaceable and we thought the
Sk8Pole offered a forgiving land paddling experience. The alloy shaft wouldn’t take a lot of
abuse, and heavier riders would need to be careful leaning heavily on it through moves,
but all in all a well-priced, thought out and designed bit of kit that stores away to nothing.
For prices and info hit up www.sk8pole.com
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Paddle-Boarding (SUP)
& Lifestyle company
offering adventures
and exploration
throughout
Scotland
Start your adventure
explore@wildernesssup.co

0131 208 1154
www.wildernesssup.co

Check out our #paddleadventures at
https://vimeo.com/wildernesssup
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Doin’
the do…
Marie Buchanan interview

S

tarboard SUP International and UK team rider Marie Buchanan is
one of our best stand up exports. Smashing it on the UK SUP race
scene, as well as mixing it up among international circles, Marie is
certainly a force to be reckoned with. Giving plenty of men a run for
their money, the South Devon based paddler recently got stuck into
the gnarly Battle of the Paddle conditions in California. SUP Mag UK
caught up with ‘Bu’ for a chat and to get the low down.
Interview: SUP Mag UK
Photos: Marie Buchanan
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Tell us how you got into SUP?
You were an avid windsurfer but
seem to have been bitten hard
by the stand up bug?
I just love being in or on the water and I am
still very much an avid windsurfer, these days
non-competitively. Before SUP arrived in the
UK, I had competed in almost every
windsurfing discipline over the years,
including wave, slalom, speed, course racing
and even tandem windsurfing! Early In 2007,
I remember seeing the first SUPs appear in
the windsurfing magazines. My first
impressions were that it looked like a bit of a
fad. Luckily, it wasn't long before I had the
opportunity to try and I was immediately
hooked. Suddenly I had the perfect activity to
get me on the water in every condition, not
just when it's windy.

added challenge of technical races and racing
in waves and love the social and travel
opportunities that competing has opened up
to me. Surfing is mainly just pure fun,
expression and adrenalin. I find SUP surfing
challenges me without the added pressure
that goes with racing. SUPing in the surf is
definitely the best and most fun way to keep
fit for my racing.

encountered travelling with our race boards to
Peru, I chose to compete on an inflatable SUP.
To my surprise, I found myself right in the
mix finishing 6th in the 23km distance race
and 5th in the technical race. At one point
during the technical race heat, I caught a set
wave from behind on my iSUP and overtook
the top five girls taking the lead! Needless to
say, from this moment onwards, racing in
waves became my number one favourite.

What’s your usual SUP
stomping ground and who do
you normally train with?

Tell us about your favourite UK
event and how you think the SUP
race scene is looking at home?

I am very lucky to be based in Salcombe,
South Devon with my partner Paul Simmons
who is also a fellow Starboard SUP
international rider and just happens to be my
training partner too. Our local training water is
the stunning Salcombe estuary and the many
beautiful beaches, inlets and rivers that
surround us here in the South Hams.

What do you prefer – waves or
racing? Every time we see
social media updates it seems
you’ve been missioning the
miles but we know you love a
liquid wall as well.

When did you realise you could
mix it up on an international
stage and what are your
competitive goals moving
forward?

That's a tricky one! I love both disciplines for
different reasons. Racing fuels my
competitive nature, I particularly enjoy the

My first international SUP competition was in
2013, at the ISA World Championships in
Lima, Peru. After the difficulties we
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In 2014 the UK race scene has really
blossomed, thanks to a number of UK SUP
clubs getting together to form the UK SUP
Clubs national race series. In 2014 there were
10 races in total (five distance and five
technical races) hosted from a variety of
coastal and inland locations. The great thing
about racing in the series is that you find
yourself paddling in some amazing locations
that you may otherwise never have
experienced. It’s difficult to pick one absolute
favourite as it often depends on race
conditions and how I felt on the day.
Personally, I prefer the variety and challenge
of technical racing on the open sea – the
rougher the better!
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Battle of the Paddle,
California

Who is your main rival (male or
female) when it comes to home grown
SUP? Anyone make you groan when
you face off on the start line?
The ladies competition in the UK has grown
massively this year, both in quality and quantity,
which is fantastic and really great for our sport. For
the first time this year, we had a separate female
start line – much fairer and probably less
intimidating for newcomers. I always get nervous
before a race, no matter what the conditions, how big
or small the race or who I am lined up against on the
start line. As the start approaches I will most likely be
wearing a serious game face. It's not directed
towards anyone in particular, it’s just my way of
dealing with nerves and focusing on the race ahead.

You recently returned from an epic Battle of the Paddle
event in Cali – how was it? What’s your highlight from Salt
Creek? Any big take downs?
Yes, I loved it! This was my second year competing in the Battle of the Paddle,
California. Last year at Doneny, conditions were a lot less intimidating and a perfect
introduction for me. Conditions at Salt Creek were much more challenging and took
me way out of my comfort zone! Fortunately, apart from getting nailed at the start in
both the elite and distance races by big sets, I avoided any collisions and both me
and my board remained intact. I witnessed plenty of carnage and takedowns during
the men's heats. The highlight for me was watching the men's final from the beach.
Awesome!

What’s your best UK and best
international result to date?
I was thrilled to win the overall National SUP Clubs
Series title on my 12.6ft race board. This was my
third year of winning a National SUP Race title and
my third consecutive year qualifying for a place in
Team GB to compete in the ISA World
Championships. My best international achievement
was winning the gruelling 220km SUP 11 Cities race
in the Netherlands, in 2013. Without a doubt this
was the longest, toughest endurance event I have
ever completed.
69
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Who was your main competition at BOP?
In the elite race, I came 22nd in a very close race with Hawaiian, Morgan Hoesterey. I
hadn't really been particularly aware of her presence for most of the race as I must
have been in survival mode. We had an exciting race to the finish, sharing a final wave
into the beach and then a head to head sprint across the finish line.
For the distance I had to race in the open category as I didn't have a 14ft board to
use. The open category was still very competitive and I was delighted to finish 3rd out
of 19 women and to win my age group.
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Tell us what you think in general of women’s SUP? It’s a
growing area with more ladies coming into the fold each year.
Do you think this upward trend will continue?
The accessibility and versatility of SUP has definitely captured the female imagination. It’s
not just about surfing, racing and downwinding. With the growing popularity of SUP fitness
and Yoga, manufacturers are now producing boards specifically aimed towards the female
paddler. With more SUP clubs emerging and offering social paddling and fun racing at a
local level, I'm sure even more woman will be inspired to take up SUP and hopefully try
their hand at some racing.

Talk us through your prep before a big event like BOP. What’s
your routine and which areas of your paddling do you focus on
most during the lead up?
In the final eight weeks leading up to a big event like the BOP, I focus my practice on race
specific skills and conditions. For the BOP, my on water training concentrated on beach
starts, beach transitions, paddling in and out and manoeuvring and generally feeling
comfortable in the waves. In the two weeks immediately before the race I taper down my
training and use this time prepping my kit. This includes everything from leash system,
hydration pack, PFD, recovery food & drink, board & paddle grips and sponsors logos..

What equipment are you riding at the moment and why?
I mainly race on a 12'6 race board. Thanks to support from Starboard, I have a couple of
race boards to use for different conditions. The Starboard Ace is my choice in the wind and
chop. It absolutely flies up and downwind, it’s almost like cheating! For the BOP I used the
Starboard AllStar for both the elite and distance races. It's great for catching and riding
waves and has fantastic speed on the straight, flat sections between buoy turns – it
enabled me to work my way up the fleet after my terrible start!
For surfing, I have two Starboard surf SUPs; the 7.4 and 7.7 Carbon Pros. My 7.4 is my go to
board if conditions allow. With only 80litres of volume, there becomes a point if it's windy and
choppy where I am falling in more than I am floating; then my 7.7 comes into its own!

Do you have any plans for the winter – either travel trips of
personal SUP goals? Are you planning on taking a break from
SUP and doing anything else or will you push on?
At the time of writing, we are just about to embark on a three week trip to Australia and it
will of course be including some SUP! This is my first trip to Australia and my first
downwind races; we'll be entering the two well-known downwind races, the Dr Race and the
King of the Cut. On our way out to Perth we'll be stopping over in Abu Dhabi for a few days
to see the Grand Prix, which should be epic! Following our week of downwinding and
surfing in Perth we'll be heading to Sydney to visit my brother and his family. It should be
one amazing trip, I cannot wait!

What would you say to any women reading this, thinking
about stepping up and competing? How would you encourage
them to enter an event?
Hook up with your local SUP club (the UK SUP clubs website can help with this), some will
run local races throughout the year. If you haven't got your own race board I would
suggest not rushing into buying one, but try to borrow or rent one first to find a size and
shape of board that you feel comfortable and fast riding. If you are keen to invest in one
piece of kit to help your racing, I'd strongly suggest buying a good, lightweight paddle –
preferably carbon. This will maximise the efficiency of your stroke, whatever board you're
riding. While you may move onto narrower, more challenging boards as your technique
improves, a good paddle matched to your physique should stay with you for years.

Give us three words that sum up stand up paddle boarding for
you personally?
Energising, challenging and limitless!

Any final shout outs?
Yes please! I'd like to say a huge thank you to everyone who supports my racing; Starboard
SUP and Starboard UK, Tideford Organics, Unit 6 Cross Fit and especially to Paul Simmons
whom I love sharing this healthy SUP addiction and lifestyle with!
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Introducing the Rum Runner

the modular SUP

as easy as one

two

three!

The Point 65ºN Rum Runner can be taken apart for easy
transport and storage. Available in 11.5’ and 12.5’ lengths,
their displacement hulls are especially suitable for touring as
they are stable, fast and have superior tracking capabilities.
The nose section features two cup holders and a large
watertight hatch for loads of dry storage.
For details on the full Point 65ºN range, click here

Point 65ºN products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk

SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and it will be of
interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk

Gear shed
Flying Fish – Exocet 8.11ft x 30”
w w w. e x o c e t - o r i g i n a l . c o m

Exocet’s Fish 8.11ft x 30” is a striking beast with fluro yellow rails and glaring white deck. A full nose,
pronounced wide point and tapered swallow tail looks like it means business. The name Fish
suggests a board for less than ideal conditions and we were keen to see if this rang true as far as
performance on the water goes.

Further info :
www.exocet-original.com/fish30.php
Price: £859

speed, will have no trouble
winding things up ready
for that next hit.

Paddling from the beach it’s a lively feeling
ride with good secondary stability that
initially makes the Exocet feel a little
wobbly – surfers stepping down board size
could initially be caught off guard. After a
few scoops though everything settles
down and the rider will learn to trust
their tool.

The Exocet Fish races
through flat sections and
allows for fun rebounds
off the white water and
gouging cutbacks. You’re
never going to turn quite as
critically as on more
rockered/less width/less
volume shapes, but that isn’t
the point.

There’s a pronounced degree of
nose kick that flows into a flat
section, giving the Fish a
degree of glide and tracking
that sometimes is lacking on
surf orientated SUPs. As
such getting to further away
breaks is more efficient and
entry into waves is super
easy.

It was startling how small you
could actually go with wave
size when riding the Fish. We
tried it in everything from
knee to shoulder high and all
through the spectrum it
displayed easy to use and fun
to ride traits. As a one board
‘real world wave SUP’ you can’t
go wrong with the Exocet Fish
8.11ft x 30”.

With a few powerful strokes
riders can drive into gutless
waves or get onto better
quality walls extremely
early. Experienced paddlers,
who are used to generating

CONCLUSION
Exocet have delivered a great
shape for lacklustre wave
conditions with the Fish 8.11ft
x 30”. ‘Real world waves’ are
this board’s forte and it copes
well with everything from
gutless onshore crud to
shoulder/head high perfection.
Fast down the line it red lines
with ease allowing for full chat
cutties and carves. Whippy in
the pocket but with good
secondary stability it’s a great
step down board for those
getting into surf or a more
composed crud stick paired
with a higher performance
model. Try the 8.11ft x 32” for
even greater versatility.
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Fun for the masses –
Jobe 10ft all round SUP
w w w. j o b e s u p . c o m

Looking sleek and sexy in bamboo construction
and white livery, the Jobe is a top shelf bit of kit
that all paddlers would be happy to have in their
toy box. Out of the wrapping and the standard
fin configuration is fine for getting on the
water but if waves are the choice then
considerations about changing sizes and
type should be duly given.

Price:
£839 (inc rail saver tape)
info:
www.jobesup.com

Once afloat the Jobe 10ft’s character
steps into the limelight. Feeling
balanced and stable it’s a joy to sweep
around on the flat and the nose
bungee gives stowage options for
paddlers looking to head off on tour.

Getting out through the froth is a doddle on
the Jobe – even for those with limited experience.

CONCLUSION
The Jobe Bamboo 10ft is a
pure all rounder with a
slight bias towards surf –
although small waves
rather than macking
swells. That said, advanced
riders will find a lot of fun
with testing their skills
with a log in solid walls.
Beginner to intermediates
will love the forgiving
nature of the Jobe in
mellower conditions. On
the flat it glides well and
handles a variety of watery
scenarios. All in all the
Jobe 10ft is a great
example of all round stand
up paddle board fun.
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Dropping into waves the Jobe has
decent enough glide, although
paddlers will need to put the
hammer down to get in super early.
Along mellow walls the 10ft planes
effortlessly and it excels in gutless
surf particularly well. If a wave
stands up vertical then
concentration will be needed to
hold a rail and avoid slamming.
Advanced riders will enjoy the
longboard style surf performance
and effective down the line glide.
Coming off the top of a steep
section can be a handful at times
and care will be needed to not pearl.
If the swell increases in quality then
it’d be time to swap to a more
performance orientated board. Stick with
the 10ft if you just want to cruise though.

b o a r d s

Cutting through the water it’s a
fairly efficient stick, relative to its
size and shape. If you’re erring
more to the flat water side of things
then perhaps consider a Jobe
Bamboo 11.6ft or Aero 11.6ft
inflatable. If, however, you fancy a
crack at first time surfing then look
no further…

Care should be given though as
there’s a lot of board underfoot
and losing control in crowded
lineups could cause (literally)
headaches.

s h e d : h a r d

Jobe’s 10ft all rounder is a multi-discipline beast that copes
with a variety of conditions and should appeal to a wide user
audience. 10ft remains the most popular stand up paddle
board size in the UK – for a variety of reasons but mainly the
versatility.

All round wave weapon –
Fanatic AllWave 9.1ft (HRS)

b o a r d s

w w w. fa n a t i c . c o m

Fanatic’s AllWave 9.1ft is the standard bearing shape for a
multitude of SUP riding enthusiasts. The perfect
windy/choppy/sloppy/gutless wave riding machine, a
beginner’s paddle surfing tutor, recreational all rounder for
lightweights and windSUP board of choice for those who
love sub 10 knot wave sailing; it’s all possible with the
AllWave 9.1ft.

Further info :
www.fanatic.com/product/allw
ave/#series-1

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

Price:
£1149 (all sizes)

with smooth acceleration
as the rider drives out of
the bottom turn, it’s a true
surf tool.

We actually tested the previous
incarnation of the AllWave and,
while sharing many traits to
2014’s offering, it’s in no way the
same beast. Previously it felt
somewhat too ‘corky’ – as much
as it was super easy to catch
waves, turning often felt bouncy.
This seems to have been
addressed with the AllWave 9.1ft,
so while retaining a generous
amount of volume (160L) it now
carves much more smoothly when on
a liquid wall.

One of the most surprising
things about this Fanatic is how
loose, for such a big board, the
AllWave is. For riders with ability,
slashing one off the top is super
fun and all but the lightest of
riders will find great reward when
rebounding off white water. If you’re
searching for even more slide then
remove the central skeg and hey presto!

There’s bags of performance for all levels of
paddler to get their teeth into with 2015’s
model. SUP Mag UK’s testing home can be a
choppy/breezy spot and the AllWave has been
our go to stick when conditions have been less
than perfect. Comfortably floating us out to the
offshore take off, giving good glide into the drop

In windSUP mode the Fanatic gets wave heads
out to the peak in sub-planing conditions while
remaining ripable when up and riding a liquid
wall. Proactivity with the back foot will give best
results but all in the AllWave is a great board for
light wind wave sailing

CONCLUSION
Fanatic’s 2015 AllWave is a
proper work horse of a SUP.
Spanning all elements of
wave riding, from choppy
naff conditions to bigger,
clean conditions and on to
windSUP, if you’re after a go
anywhere, do anything
wave tool then look no
further. Would suit those
riding in less than ideal
conditions especially, or
newbie wave riders looking
to step it up in the surf.
Drop a size for increased
manoeuvrability. (Stay
tuned for our write up of the
AllWave 8.6ft).
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Cosmo fo sho! –
RRD Cosmo 8ft 2015 Pro
w w w. ro b e r t o r i c c i d e s i g n s . c o m /

RRD’s Cosmo 8ft is a big boys’ performance
weapon (or lightweights one board only option),
with emphasis on stability not at the expense of
performance if you happen to find yourself at
the bigger-boned end of the spectrum. The
8ft is the smallest stick in the Cosmo line
and looks suitably bling while waiting
to get wet.
Heading out to the peak it certainly
feels like a lively beast, frothing to
bash some lips. And yet, as much
as some paddlers may find it a
wobbly platform at first, you find
yourself stood tall in even the
choppiest of conditions.

Further info :
www.robertoriccidesigns.co
m/equipment/shop/cosmosup-pro/
Price:
£1,441

CONCLUSION
RRD’s Cosmo 8ft Pro is a
cracking rip stick for those
looking to enter the world of
performance paddle surfing.
If you’re a seasoned heavy
weight pro looking for a
smooth carving board to take
you to the next level of riding
then search no more. Good
looks, top notch attention to
detailing and a ride that will
elevate your riding to the next
level, the Cosmo 8ft would
make a good step down board
for bigger boned individuals
or one board only for
lightweights. Check out the
iWave range (that we reviewed
last year) for even more
ripability.
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Stepping back on the tail, RRD’s
quad fin set up feels super loose –
pronounced more by the small skegs
protruding from each box. The
Cosmo races down the line and just
begs paddlers to send it into
curling lips or slash the top off
one.
Daintier paddlers will appreciate
the lighter nature of the pro
construction and the easy carving
nature of the Cosmo. Heavier
riders, meanwhile, will be able to
put the 8ft to good use when waves
clean up.

b o a r d s

The Cosmo’s sweet spot for
general paddling is located quite
forward as the back third tapers
quickly into a series of winger rail
steps. It takes a bit of getting used
to being this far upfront and not
burying the nose, but after a short
time paddlers will be scouting for drops
and hits.

Once at the take off it’s
possible to get into waves
early although, as the
Cosmo is a performance
wave SUP, riders will still be
better off choosing steep
walls to generate speed.

s h e d : h a r d

RRD’s SUP line have been gaining a steady stream of followers
over the last few years in the UK. Choosing not to go down the
route of having a lengthy rosta of team riders, instead it’s been
an organic process with the company’s superior attention to
detail, styling and top shelf designs speaking for themselves.

All round longboard style –
Neptune 10ft Allrounder

b o a r d s

w w w. n e p t u n e s u p s . c o m

Here at SUP Mag UK we’re keen to lay our hands on new
products – especially ones from fledgling brands such as
Neptune SUP. Their 10ft Allrounder has been getting a bit of
attention in the world of social media and we wanted to
check out what the fuss was about.
NEPTUNE
Further info :
info@neptunesups.com
Prices:
£549.00 (regardless of
size) or £649.00 for the
Pro version (+£100 more
to include adjustable

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

carbon paddle)

Watch the board being tested here
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ek9ZJUE_cXw

waist/shoulder high sets the
Allrounder comes off the
bottom smoothly and is
happy being sent full chat
into a crumbling lip.

Coming in good looking bamboo veneer finish
with black wrap around rails and deck, the 10ft
is certainly distinctive. Designed for a mix
of flat water and small/moderate waves,
we were keen to get it wet.
Jumping on board,
the Allrounder offers a stable ride
with its full rounded nose rising just
above coastal chop and flotsam. In
a straight line it was fine at
covering distance, although if this
is your thing then check out the
brand’s Race/Cruiser (also
reviewed).

During testing a number of
other riders commented
how similar it looked to a
traditional
longboard surfboard. And
we concur – as much as the
10ft Neptune Allround is
good on the flat, it’s a real
treat once out in
some moderate surf.

As much as the Neptune
10ft Allrounder is billed as ‘do it
all’ we feel it’s actually kick ass
as a nose riding longboard style
surf SUP. Dropping into

Neptune also offers a Pro version
that comes with carbon rails and
carbon honeycomb performance
fins.

CONCLUSION
Neptune’s
10ft Allrounder is a
stable yet lively
platform capable of
cruising around your
local spot and checking
out the coastline.
However it really starts
to shine once the waves
turn on. Taking drops
with ease, feeling loose
from the tail, the 10fter
loves a liquid wall and
flatters those with a
longboard paddle surf
riding style. Good for
beginner surfers or
those looking for
a moderate surf wave
board.
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Doable step down –
Loco 7.10ft (glass)
http://locosurfing.com

The model tested here came in highly
durable glass sandwich construction with
an eye catching raspberry spray job – if
you’re looking to make a statement
then this colour certainly delivers that!
Quality and finish of the 7.10ft is top
notch, although we’d suggest
upgrading the fins to K4 performance
rather than plumping for the plastic
standards.

Further info :
http://locosurfing.com/prod
uct-category/boards/stand-

Heading out to the take off, the 7.10ft
is surprisingly stable for all but the
heaviest of riders. It may take a bit of
getting used to, if experience of small
SUPs is limited, but after a while being
proactive about the deck will become
second nature.

up-paddleboards/shortsups/
Price:
£699

CONCLUSION
Loco’s 7.10ft surf SUP is a
real winner for those
looking to chuck some
spray at their local surf
spot. Accommodating a
wide variety of paddler
weights, the majority will
find it best when the waves
are standing vertical and
clean. Lightweights will
have no trouble in mushy
waves and neither will
heavier but more
experienced riders.
Carving well, it’s a smooth
and satisfying ride and
brilliant fun off the top.
Check out the brand’s 7.4ft
for even higher surf
performance.
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With a steep face bearing down,
the Loco picks up waves with
ease and a few extra paddle
strokes ensure lightning speed
into the bottom turn. As with
all performance surf SUPs, if
you really want to rip then
learning how to generate
increased speed (by pumping
the board up and down) will
increase rewards.
Carving is smooth and effortless
while off the lip moves are superbly
gratifying – especially if timings are
spot on to connect with the lip. Likewise,
if riders just fancy sliding down the line then
this is fine; although consider Loco’s nose rider if
you’re erring more along these lines.

b o a r d s

Popping over moderate white water is
achievable with a brace paddle stroke being
employed to keep riders upright, while speed
out back is respectable. Once beyond the
flotsam riders will need to position themselves
in a slightly more critical position to ensure

waves are caught. This may take a
bit of practice for those stepping
down board sizes.

s h e d : h a r d

Loco’s 7.10ft performance paddle surf SUP offers a ‘doable’ step
down vehicle for light-to middleweights wanting a sled to rip
and shred. With its generous volume and width, relative to
overall size, it’s a board designed with Euro waves in mind (i.e.
mushy and less than perfect), while remaining a good choice if
conditions turn on.

Time to tour –
Poseidon Hawk 12.6ft Tourer

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

w w w. fa c e b o o k . c o m / p o s e i d o n l o g i s t i c s

Poseidon SUPs are another example of a UK home grown
stand up company pushing through with kit aimed at giving
affordable access to SUP. With products boasting quality
finishes and individual styling they’re a company who
will get you on the water without damaging wallets.

Price:
£795
Info:
www.facebook.com/poseid
onlogistics

on the downwind leg back –
the fun part!

Although Poseidon’s 12.6ft pointy
nose offering is billed as a tourer
it actually feels a tad narrower
(29”) than many other similar
sleds on the market. This is no
bad thing and actually offers a
higher degree of performance
than you sometimes find,
giving paddlers performance to
grow into. While not being
particularly hard to drive in a
straight line the Hawk 12.6ft
Tourer likes rider’s feet to be in
the sweet spot and not lazily
straying towards rails.

Coping with moderate rollers and
runners it’s a pretty good stick for
anyone looking at getting into
downwind paddling, while
retaining the versatility of flat
water and distance covering
shenanigans. We also tried the
Poseidon in small waves but this
isn’t the board’s forte – it’s
perfectly applicable to have a mess
about but the 12.6ft prefers those
distance or coastal gliding sessions.
During testing we had a few glassy
calm (cold) days that really saw this
stick shine. Effortless glide made for
efficient coastal cruising. We could also
see Poseidon’s Hawk 12.6ft Tourer being a
fab inland flat water toy.

Slightly less foam under foot allows
for an efficient glide through the
brine with the traditionally shaped
nose cutting through chop with ease.
The 12.6ft is pretty good if there’s a bit
of puff blowing and gets you upwind,
through chop, without hassle. This in turn
means that riders can pivot and head back

CONCLUSION
Rapid across flat water,
but coping equally well
with a few moderate
bumps and runners,
Poseidon’s Hawk 12.6ft
touring SUP is a multifaceted bit of kit that
won’t break the bank.
Good for those paddlers
looking to explore or
head off on extended
jaunts it would suit those
into eating up a few
miles. Paddlers looking
for a moderate breeze
coastal runner will also
discover a board that
suits their needs with the
Hawk 12.6ft Tourer.
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http://boardworkssurf.com

Out of the box the 10.6ft is a quality bit of kit
with dropstitch inflatable technology
providing a robust and versatile platform.
The nifty slot and lock fin will easily do
the job most paddlers require, while
inflating to the recommended psi is a
doddle with the easy to use pump.
Price:
£749.99

Having blown the MOD up it was
noticeable just how big this beast is
– 34” makes for a supremely stable
platform once afloat. Not only that
but the extremely comfortable
deck pad, sitting atop an aerated
platform, makes for an infinitely
pleasurable ride.
The MOD’s bulbous thick nose and
tail lend amazing stability to an
already generously wide platform
and as such is great for those first
forays into the world of stand up
paddling. In fact, you literally have to run

CONCLUSION
The Boardworks MOD 10.6ft
iSUP is a super stable
platform that’s perfect for
beginners and early
intermediates looking to get
to grips with stand up
paddling. Easy to inflate and
get on the water, it’s a great
board for cruising on the flat –
either at the coast or inland.
For those thinking of heading
to river put ins, it would offer
an easy intro to white water
SUP, such is its durable and
composed nature. Well
manufactured, the MOD will
take knocks and scrapes
without issue. For a glimpse of
the MOD 10.6ft in action pop
across to http://youtu.be/NejiWwaVhk?list=UUzXpebxEvP5
W1FFjTHjcaPQ
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http://youtu.be/Nej-iWwaVhk?list=
UUzXpebxEvP5W1FFjTHjcaPQ

off the MOD to fall off
it, such is the board’s
stability.
The amount of SUP in
the water does tend to
take a buffeting if it’s
choppy or windy and,
although it does pick up
small swells, it’s best
suited to flatter water
and/or calmer days. It also
makes a great floating fishing
pontoon, if you’re not intending
carrying too much gear, and as a
diving platform it works a treat
too. We also think that for anyone
looking to get into river SUP for
the first time, where balance is at a
premium, it would do the job well,
although a small fin will be required
here.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Boardworks’ line of MOD (SHUBU – show up and blow up)
SUPs has a dedicated following Stateside – we were super
stoked to learn SystemX would be importing them into the
UK. The MOD 10.6ft is a popular choice within the extensive
range of MOD iSUPs, and it’s not hard to see why.

kg ie t a r

Show up and blow up! –
Boardworks MOD 10.6ft iSUP

Go with the Flow –
Red Paddle Co 9.6ft Flow
http://redpaddleco.com

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Review by Dave Adams (aka Wavecloud)
The Flow 9.6ft arrived in a stunning new bag with comfy
padded shoulder straps and the best bit: airport style
wheels. Also included is the usual repair kit with some
spare bits and bobs, D rings and a valve tool. The
supplied pump did the job but the new improved
Titan version allows the inflation process to be so
much easier.

Further info :
http://redpaddleco.com/blog/bo
ard/96-flow/
Price:
£749

I took the Flow on my local small
standing wave – a perfectly formed
curl that’s ideal for river surfing. The
biggest attraction to WW SUP is
surfing an endless river wave. All WW
SUPs should excel at this and make it
easy and comfortable to boost
paddler’s confidence.

At first glance the Flow looks
different to any other white water
SUP I've tried. The first thing that
strikes you is the width. At 34” wide
it's narrower than similar offerings
out there. Quad fin set up and narrow
rounded down tail completes the
look.

The lack of centre fin makes it best
suited to riders with some experience.
Side bites give the board a lively and
carvey feel – intermediate to advanced river
SUPers will love the responsive feel. The Flow
river surfs very well indeed but may benefit
from a middle skeg to give even more
versatility. An experienced river surfer will love
the Flow and enjoy the effortless carving turns
that can be had on more powerful river waves.

The Flow does have similarity with
other WW SUPs in terms of increased
volume, plenty of grab handles, tie down
points for carrying kit and its fairly short
length of 9.6ft. There’s plenty of thickness (6”),
giving it loads of stability – primary and
secondary – which is great when navigating
white water foam.
Being an iSUP, the Flow is very light compared
to other rigid WW SUPs and it’s a breeze to carry
from van to the put in.

CONCLUSION
The Flow is without doubt the
stiffest, most rigid iSUP I’ve
paddled. It really is almost as
stiff as a solid plastic white
water board. It excels more
than other WW iSUPs I have
tried and basic white water
moves – running rapids,
breaking in and out of eddies
and ferry gliding – can be
performed with ease. The
Flow’s narrow tail allows it to
sink and pivot on a sixpence as
well as a solid WW SUP does
and intermediate to
experienced river surfers will
love its carving ability on
standing waves.
Red’s construction is amazing,
with scuffs simply shrugged off
to leave your board looking
great.
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NOW stocking leading
SUP brands in West Wales

Naish Alana

Jobe Bamboo SUP 10.6

Red Paddle Co 10.6ft Ride

White Water Consultancy
Old Village Hall, Bronwydd Carmarthen, SA33 6BE

Tel: 01267 223555 wwc.co.uk

Call us today or visit for best prices

Lightweight efficiency –
Aquaite Aqua Pro paddle

Freedom bound –
Aquabound Freedom paddle

w w w. a q u a i t e . c o m

https://aquabound.com

Aquaite are a brand that produce natural products with an
emphasis on sustainable materials. The brand’s SUP paddles
are steadily gaining popularity and having wielded one of their
sticks it’s not hard to see why.

Aquabound are another company with a long heritage in
kayaking and as such know a thing or two about paddles and
paddling. Their Freedom adjustable offering is a lightweight
carbon shaft and plastic blade affair that’s extremely eye
catching in electric blue. A super pronounced dihedral runs
along the middle of the blade, to reduce ‘wag’, and the whole
package looks like a quality bit of kit.

The Aqua Pro is a super lightweight carbon bit of kit that feels
almost like nothing is in your hands, such is its delicate nature.
This isn’t to say that it won’t take a few knocks; in fact it’s quite
the opposite. We used it in a variety of situations and it
certainly stands up to what paddlers are likely to throw at it.

A quirky but really great idea Aquaite have incorporated into
their Aqua Pro is the day-glow pink/red accents found on the
blade tip and handle top. Most paddles are black and, if you
happen to lose your engine in the surf, can be a nightmare to
locate. The pink/red colour helps riders locate where their
paddle has floated off to and therefore helps avoid a
potentially painful situation.
Across flat water the Aqua Pro feels effortless through the drink
and allows paddlers to achieve a high stroke rate. Back in
waves and the lightweight nature of the Aquaite is perfect for
chucking rail to rail and paddle wraparounds are a joy.

CONCLUSION
Super light and great for a variety of SUP disciplines, although we
found it best performed in surf where the paddles throw about
nature comes to the fore. Well manufactured with funky details,
such as the pink/red paddle tip and handle accents, Aquaite have
produced a decent carbon stick that will suit a broad range of
SUPers. Also comes as a three piece travel paddle.

Shaft stiffness felt moderate and there a slight springy feel
from the blade that delivers an easy going nature. It’s a very
cruisey paddle and one that all SUPers will love when a chilled
out session is needed. Put the hammer down and top speed is
admirable, although for greater efficiency you may want to
look at Aquabound’s Challenge version which features a higher
end blade.
In waves the Freedom is nice and flicky, achieving quick rail to
rail changes, whereas on the flat it’s effortless for touring and
covering miles.

CONCLUSION
Aquabound may be a new name to the UK SUP market but their
expertise in producing efficient paddles is unquestionable. The
Freedom mid-level paddle is super fun and easy going to use,
delivering a chilled experience that all SUPers will appreciate.
Partner with the brand’s Challenge sweeper for even greater
performance across all stand up spectrums.
Price: $139.95

Price: £199.99-£299

kg ie t a r

s h e d : p a d d l e s

The bamboo blade has a moderate dihedral running along the
spine, which reduces paddle flutter and makes strokes efficient
through the water. A semi stiff shaft is a little easier going on
paddlers’ joints while delivering maximum propulsion.

The first thing we noticed was how forgettable (in a good way)
the Freedom is. Once paddling you can almost engage
autopilot and let the Aquabound do its thing. Efficient through
the water, the dihedral completely minimises flutter and as
such you end up with maximum effort to forward thrust ratios.
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Tailored to you – Ke Nalu xTuf
84 and Konihi 84 paddles

w w w. s u p d i re c t . c o . u k

There’s nothing quite like the feeling of owning your own
bespoke toy to get those juices flowing. Whether it be board,
paddle or other bit of SUP kit, if you know it’s a custom shape
then it’ll feel that extra bit special. Ke Nalu achieve this with
their unique fitting and fixtures system.

w w w. k e n a l u . c o . u k

We used a Fatstick adjustable carbon/bamboo last year and
thought it was pretty good for a mid-price paddle. The brand’s
new range of adjustable carbon sweepers, with improved
weights, better adjustment system and overall higher quality
feel has come on leaps and bounds for 2015.
The blade is pretty wide, and as such displaces large volumes
of water. This is great when in the surf and riding smaller
boards where forward thrust is key. The incremental
adjustments of the shaft extension allows your stick to be
tuned for various conditions and SUP environments while the
ergonomic handle fits snuggly to paddlers’ palms.

All Ke Nalu’s components are pre-dipped in glue which makes
assembling a doddle. All you need is a hair dryer, a hacksaw,
black electrical tape and sand paper. This system means you can
own multiple Ke Nalu components and swap bits out, tailoring
your equipment for each paddle session and conditions on the
day. The only slight downside is the time element, however, we
can’t fault the total control paddlers will have over his/her engine.

Shaft stiffness is on the moderate side and as such will appeal
to stand up paddlers who aren’t looking for a full on grunt
machine. The slight degree of flex also lends itself to paddlers
who don’t wish to exert themselves too much but still want a
carbon paddle.

We were sent two types: an xTuf 84 with xTuf shaft and Ergo T
handle which is surf specific and a Konihi 84 with xTuf(S) shaft
with Ergo handle – great for downwind/race SUP.

There’s a minimal dihedral running into the back third of the
blade and this helps with minimising blade flutter during the
pull part of the stroke. Durability of the Fatstick paddle is pretty
good – although you’ll still need to take a degree of care if
clunking it against rocks, shingle or other hard obstacles.

Ke Nalu offer some of the lightest (and toughest) paddles around
and these two babies are no different. The wider blade (xTuf 84)
was our personal favourite, although the Konihi 84 is still a
winner – it just came down to personal style and preference.

CONCLUSION

Both paddles offer a stiff shaft and are super-efficient
through the water. The lightweight and low swing ensure
effective paddling across all disciplines and the more
effort you exert the more reward you get. Blade design
ensures no flutter as you pull through the brine and the
two handles are equally pleasant to grip. Again, it just
comes down to personal preference and which one you
fancy.

If you’re looking for a well-priced mid-range carbon paddle then
Fatstick might have the sweeper for you. A nifty adjustment system
allows for incremental fine tuning of shaft length while the wide
blade shovels impressive volumes of water. A good option for those
with multiple users who require different paddle lengths with a
moderately stiff flex that’ll suit all except those looking for
maximum efficiency. Can also be ordered with narrower blade.
Price: £149

CONCLUSION

Info: www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstick-shop/4584165157/
oak-wood-carbon-paddle/8347800

Ke Nalu’s range of paddles and bespoke feeling system of
mix and matching blades, shafts and handles make it
possible to fine tune your paddling needs to conditions, style
and experience across a whole range of SUP environments.
Feeling more like custom sweepers they’re stiff, efficient,
lightweight (some of the lightest on the market) and highly
durable. The Konihi 84 is a cracking race/downwind weapon
while the xTuf 84 is great in surf (although we also used this
on the flat as well) –
especially
anywhere
with reef or
rocks where
durability
are also factors.
Price: xTuf: £230,
xTuf 84: £230,
Elite Konihi: £330
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Coming in three separate pieces – blade, shaft and handle – it’s
possible to chop and change thereby finding your perfect set
up. Paddles are such a personal thing and this way of doing
things is a great way of tailoring your ‘stick’.

kg ie t a r

Stickin’ it in –
Fatstick adjustable oak wood
carbon paddle

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Hotting up –
Ocean Rodeo Heat surface
immersion/drysuit

Nookie time! –
Nookie wetsuit strides and
Ti rashie

w w w. o c e a n ro d e o . c o m

w w w. n o o k i e . c o . u k

Surface immersions suits (or drysuits) are slowly catching on in
UK SUP circles and Ocean Rodeo is a brand leading from the
front. Their sensible colour ways, cool snowboard styling,
feature packed suits and competitive price points should
ensure a large following.

Nookie apparel has been a firm favourite within the world of
kayaking for a number of years. Of late the brand has been
making inroads into the world of SUP, most notably sponsoring
Jersey ripper Aaron Rowe. We got hold of a pair of the brand’s
neoprene wetsuit strides and long sleeve Ti rashie to try out.

During the winter cold snaps we tested the brand’s Heat suit, which
arrived looking stealth in charcoal and black. Dom Moore, Ocean
Rodeo UK media relations guy, puts this to great use down in
Kernow – busting out downwind missions in Arctic temperatures.

For winter flat water days touring or race training, when the
minimum of water wear is needed, Nookie’s two garments fit
the bill nicely. Thick enough to protect from biting cold, if you
find yourself taking a dunking, and light enough to not
overheat during paddling, they’re must haves. The two
products also work in conjunction with a lightweight fleece
which staves off further nips from Jack Frost.

One noteworthy point was how easy the suit was to get into.
Many drysuits have super tight neck, wrist and ankle seals
which, while great for preventing water flush, doesn’t do much
for quick splash ‘n’ dash SUP sessions. This isn’t to say they
aren’t snug fitting and secure; quite the contrary in fact. The
heavy duty zipper is also a nifty design and, instead of
fastening across shoulders, it loops round the wearer’s neck –
no having to get a mate to zip you up.
As with all drysuits, you’ll need to expel trapped air before
hitting the brine, otherwise you’ll end up as a floating marker
buoy. Once sorted though the Heat fits like a glove and is
supremely comfortable and quite flattering to the wearer.
Out on the water it keeps paddlers ablaze with warmth and
allows unrestricted movement through each stroke, manoeuvre
and turn. Inevitably we ended up taking a dunking but the suit
didn’t leak and, on inspection after testing, the only moisture
present was sweat.
It’s worth pointing out that the fringe seasons of autumn and
spring, when air temperatures are slightly higher, are still
perfectly fine for the Ocean Rodeo Heat. Simply discard the long
sleeve/leg thermal layering and replace with shorty versions.

CONCLUSION
Ocean Rodeo’s Heat surface immersion/drysuit boasts good looks,
high end technical features that you usually only find on more
expensive models and a level of insulation that’s second to none.
Perfectly at home in either paddle surf, downwind or flat water
environments, if you want to be as toasty as possible during cold
snaps then look no further. If versatility is your thing, and getting
maximum bang for your buck, then don’t forget the Heat is
perfectly applicable to spring and autumn use, as well as deep
winter.

We also used them on top of a summer 2/2 wetsuit during a
few surf sessions. Even when mercury levels were at rock
bottom, Nookie’s kit helped keep the furnace stoked. This last
scenario is great for those who don’t own multiple wetsuits.
Popping these babies over the top of your ‘other rubber’ is a
great way to lend versatility to your neoprene in a wallet
friendly way.
Nookie strides feature reinforced knees and offer added
padding in the backside area. The Ti top features a bungee cord
at the hip that allows it to be tightened and prevent further
water flushing. Attention to detail is tip top and the fluro
Nookie logo certainly stands out.

CONCLUSION
Nookie are UK paddle sport apparel specialists, something which
really shines through with these two bits of kit. Increase the
versatility of your summer wetsuit and make it applicable to winter
SUP or simply wear as stand alone gear during flat water
touring/race training sessions. Nookie apparel is a must for UK
SUPers.
Price:
Ti-Vest L/s £54.95
Ti-Vest S/s £49.95
Full Length
Neo Strides £64.95

kg ie t a r

Price: £450

Info: www.nookie.co.uk/stand-up-paddling-sup
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Photo: Matt Parker

Scan QR-code
to find Werner
produtcs online

www.wernerpaddles.com

European Distribution by System X

www.systemxeurope.com
www.systemxeurope.com
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Drop the bomb –
Bomber Shades

Hang it high –
Dritek hanger

w w w. b o m b e re y e w e a r. e u

w w w. d r i t e k p ro d u c t s . c o m

Bomber Shades are quite closely tied with UK SUP after Nick
Watt (of BaySUP fame) gave a few pairs away as prizes last
year. They also have a number of supported SUP athletes on
their books, which further highlights their support for the sport.
With this in mind we thought we should check them out.

It’s just a hanger – right? Something you chuck your wetsuit
(or drysuit) on and forget about – of course. But how many
times have you had a cheap, flimsy plastic type snap as you go
about stringing up your damp wetty? Annoying is usually the
term, as you have to root around trying to find a different
hanger or simply chuck your suit on the floor in disgust.

Bomber sent us two pairs to try out and both look the mutt’s
nuts with an emphasis on style and design. The bonus of
Bomber sunnies is they float – no more unnecessarily losing
your eye goggles during on water sessions.

Well fear not, because UK company Dritek have come up with a
version that’s infinitely unbreakable (certainly if you’re only
hanging wet gear on it) and is versatile enough to attach
literally anywhere – outdoors, indoors, your van, the
neighbour’s garage or wherever you can hook the integrated
carabiner. Pluss, it’s guaranteed for ten years!

Both pairs feature coated polarised lenses that give enhanced,
clear 20/20 vision. Lightweight, yet snug fitting, they wrap
securely round your bonce without being overly tight. We used
them in a variety of flat water to moderately bumpy SUP
situations and were stoked with how they performed. An
essential beach item that all paddlers shouldn’t be without,
winter or summer.

The adjustable webbing strap means your damp stuff can be
elevated well above the floor, allowing drips and drops to run
freely. And did we say that the actual hanger is pretty heavy
duty and unbreakable? We tried…

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

For sunny, crisp winter days at the beach, on water bright flat water
training sessions/distance missions or sweltering overseas SUP
excursions, Bomber Shades are essential accessories that should be
in all stand up paddlers’ kit boxes. If you’re looking for a SUP
enthused company who design and manufacture stylish products
then check out Bomber.

If you spend any length of time in UK waters then you’ll no doubt
own a wetsuit or drysuit – possibly multiple. Rather than settling
for cheap plastic hangers and fighting to keep these from snapping
as you hang your wetties out to dry, consider Dritek’s heavy duty
offering. Featuring a versatile carabiner for attaching to various
high points plus an adjustable webbing strap, you’ll find your
Dritek hanger becomes a product you simply can’t do without.

Price: 59€-65€ and 79€-85€ for polarised

Price: £15 for standard or £17 for pro

£649
Including our carbon
adjustable paddle

NEPTUNE MACH #2 ALL-ROUNDER

Not only quick on the flat but versatile and great fun in the surf, making it
suitable for lakes, rivers and oceans. With its beautiful design matched with its
high level finish and construction this three-fin board will keep you grinning.
http://www.neptunesups.com info@neptunesups.com 07914 591796
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w w w. n c w c o r nwa l l . c o . u k

w w w. ru b b e rk i l l e r. c o . u k

The humble neoprene wetsuit is still the apparel of choice for
many UK stand up paddle boarders, and it’s not hard to see
why. Offering a cracking balance between warmth and
usability, wettys straddle most areas of SUP – from waves to
downwind, touring to race, a wetsuit will keep you toasty in all
kinds of conditions.

Review by Daniel Plavenieks
Rubber Killer is a new accessories brand that challenges
conventional style with its ethical thought process. Rubber
Killer takes old, worn tyres and inner tubes and lovingly
transforms them into stylish, functional and unique bags –
perfect for the beach.

North Coast Wetsuits are Cornwall based and produce semibespoke products tuned for the kind of ocean conditions we
get in Northern Europe. It’s no surprise then that the brand’s
mini front zip gulf stream winter steamer has a fairly thick cut
– all designed with keeping heat levels dialled up.

Created in Chiang Mai, Thailand by Saroengrong Wongsavun
and brought to the UK by Charlie Kickham and Nicola
Heathcote, the brand transforms unwanted items otherwise
destined for landfill - or the Springfield Tire Fire (for those who
watch The Simpsons).

Detailing is top notch with not a stitch, panel or seam out of place
and there’s been some serious R&D put into the wrist, neck and
ankle seals ensuring water flush is kept to a minimum. The mini
front zip entry system is also efficient and eliminates cold brine
sluicing down your back during rinse cycles.

When presented with The Charlie and The Bernie, it was
immediately clear how durable the Killers were. Not like your
normal beach bag that’s going to get dirty on the bottom, stained
with saltwater and maybe a bit muddy, The Bernie will sit on its
rubber base with all of your beach essentials inside. It will also
make you a stand out, stand up fashionista with its simplistic style.

It becomes apparent how flexible the NCW is as you enter
through the tiny front entrance hatch. Easy on, it fits like a
glove (the guys from NCW go through an extensive process of
ascertaining each wearer’s correct size).

Not specifically designed as beach wear, its functionality lends
itself quite well to walking off the sand after a great wave session,
carrying your valuables and heading for the nearest bar.

Paddling off the beach, the NCW wetty feels like a second skin
with no restriction of movement. Even though this suit is
double lined neoprene (rough surface) there wasn’t too much
loss of heat through water evaporation. It’s important to keep
moving when it’s brass monkeys, whatever gear you’re
wearing, but there was no issue.

My wife used The Bernie on a trip and she was really taken with
the idea that every single Rubber Killer item is individual – due
to the different marks and textures on the rubber.
Although many of Rubber Killer’s products would possibly have
more appeal to a female market, The Charlie is a unisex carry
that could be used as a shower bag or a funky clutch.

Having taken a few dunkings, water flush remained at
minimum; those NCW seals doing a sterling job. Even though
getting moist is par for the course (after all, it’s in the name –
wetsuit!) there was still minimum damping once back at base.
For a surf-inspired wetsuit, NCW’s winter steamer is a fine
example of how the right attire can benefit your SUP sessions.

While on a recent trip to the West Country, I was tempted to
throw my toiletries in The Charlie. However, as I’m always
losing my fin key, my wallet and always leaving blocks of wax
on my back bumper of the car, I chose to fill Charlie with all my
SUP essentials and spares and not worry about getting gunk on
it. They hold your gear, wipe down and look rad.

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

North Coast Wetsuits gulf stream mini front zip 5/3 winter steamer
is an excellent example of home grown wetsuit design perfectly
suited to the UK climate. The suit’s inbuilt flexibility lends itself to
winter stand up paddling antics – whether that be in waves, on the
flat or anything else in between. Also available as 5/3, 4/3 and 3/2.

These bags might not be for everyone. They may be a little too
metrosexual for some. But, if you like the Rubber Killer ethos of
reusing, reinventing, being eco-friendly, offering quality items and
looking fly, then this might just be your (ahem) bag.
Price: £10 +

Price: £189.95 (but check NCW website for deals)
Info: www.ncwcornwall.co.uk/wetsuits?ptitle=5-3mm-mini-frontzip-gulf-stream-winter-wetsuit-7
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Killing me softly –
Rubber Killer The Charlie and
The Bernie

kg ie t a r

…like a glove –
North Coast Wetsuits mini
front zip winter steamer

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s
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Mellow yellow –
K4 Fins race fins

Vice like grip – ProHandle Grip

w w w. k 4 f i n s . c o m

SUP’s grip (guffaw!) continues to be vice like with new
products and accessories keeping on coming. One such new
idea that caught our attention was ProHandle Grip’s quirky
looking offering.

Fins are an underestimated, but essential, part of any paddler’s
kit and having access to a decent set of skegs is important.
Once a SUPer has passed those initial early learning stages it’s
time to start tweaking if you want to eek out performance. Be it
waves, race, river or any other area of stand up, your foils can
either compliment or hinder progress – should you want to
move up.
Stock fins are usually pretty good and optimised for the sled
you’re riding. There are alternatives available, however – some
better, some worse. K4 Fins is a British company owned by
Steve Thorp who has a long standing in the fin design world.
His windsurf offerings are held in high regard and his SUP surf
styles are used by a number of high profile riders. K4’s new line
of race models has just been launched with Pete Kosinski,
among others, using them to great effect.
We were given a 21cm and 24cm to try out which we’ve been
using in multiple environments and across multi boards. The
first thing you notice is how loose they are. If you’re looking to
free up your stick and gain a more lively ride then K4’s
certainly achieve this. They’re also fast and efficient through
the water with minimum drag and maximum boost. In
particular we found the K4’s to be good in surf race
environments, BOP style. They’re also pretty nifty downwind,
although nervous paddlers may get put off by the twitchy
nature.
Fins can help, to some degree, with stability, but this isn’t K4’s
forte. On glassy flat water they provide an effortless experience
but you’ll need to rely on your own paddling skills to stay
upright. This won’t be a problem for experienced SUPers but
newbies will need time to get used to them.

CONCLUSION
A bright yellow plastic skeg, sticking out of your pride and joy,
might not fit with what you had in mind when you opted to switch
up your race fins, but be under no illusion, K4’s deliver. The swept
back design makes them applicable for weedy environments but
they’ll also perform in classic race scenarios. Downwinders, who
love a responsive ride, would also do well with a set of ‘mellow
yellows’.

w w w. p ro h a n d l e g r i p . c o m

At first SUPers may scoff at what looks to be simply a handle
for a handle, and in all honesty there was a slight nagging
doubt in the back our minds. Out of the box and the clamshell
engineered grip is well put together. Supplied with bushings,
rust proof screws and a small wrench, ProHandle Grip aim to
get you up and sweeping with their ‘gadget’ quick smart.
There’s a degree of tweaking needed before you get the
position of the grip correct – what may feel comfortable on
land may not be the case once up and riding. It’s a bit of a faff
but getting this sorted before going afloat is time well spent.
The ergonomically designed handle fits fingers with ease and
finding your correct holding position is easy enough. Taking to
the water for the first time is an odd experience and some
getting used to will be required.
So what’s it actually all about? Simply put ProHandle Grip’s
product turns your standard straight shaft paddle into a crank
shaft (or bent shaft type) to improve bio mechanical efficiency.
Crank shafts have been a thing in kayaking for aeons, and
there are a few knocking about the SUP world. The benefits of
the Prohandle Grip might seem initially to be cost saving (i.e.
you don’t need to buy two paddles – one with bent shaft and
one without) but the reality is, you can fine tune the position to
perfectly match your build and get far more ‘crank’ without
compromising the shaft strength.
Not having to exert as much force to induce maximum forwards
propulsion is good news for anyone trying to achieve peak
efficiency or suffering from injury that inhibits movement.
Correct set up forces the rider’s joints into the correct position so
minimises the amount of stress on the body and, after an
acclimatisation phase, ensures a pleasurable experience.
Having tried the ProHandle Grip on both flat water and in surf
environments, we feel it best suits the flat water arena –
although using it in waves is still fine. Rail to rail changes and
carving paddle wrap around turns weren’t quite as efficient
with the handle attached. Covering distance, where the body
can really ‘feel it’, was much more efficient.

Price: £39

CONCLUSION
ProHandle Grip’s unusual looking product is
a great tool for transforming straight shaft
paddles into something that reduces
stresses and strain put on the body when
SUPing. Essentially turning your everyday
stick into a bent shaft type it’s great for
touring and covering distance. If you’re
considering a crank shaft paddle, have any
injuries hampering your paddling (or wish to
avoid getting them), then it could be worth
trying the ProHandle Grip for SUPerior
performance.
Price: £39.95 UK/approx 49 Euro’s in Ireland.
Info: email info@kaisports.co.uk or
naishuk2@aol.com or call Jon on
02380 840777.
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Threads for the cause –
Hutch SUP Wear

w w w. b a m z o o s h a d e s e u ro p e . c o m

w w w. h u t c h s u p w e a r. c o m

Hand crafted from beautiful bamboo, with on fashion
tinted Polarised lenses, Bamzoo’s funky looking shades are
worthy of inclusion in any stand up paddlers accessory box.
Perfect for lounging at the beach during those winter SUP
holiday getaways, keeping the glare at bay on crisp,
brighter winter UK paddle days or simply looking stylish
while out and about.

Unique threads are what make us stand out from the crowd
and Hutch SUP Wear will certainly do that. A UK based brand
dedicated to the stand up paddling cause, all designs
feature images and slogans that we can identify with. Add to
the mix high grade quality materials and Hutch SUP Wear
delivers a pre or post SUP experience all can love.

We used our Bamzoos in a variety of situations, at home and
away, and appreciated the robust nature of a pair of sunnies
that won’t scratch at the merest hint of dust or break if being
treated less than delicately.

As a new kid on the block you get a lot of comments and
questions from fellow paddlers enquiring where purchases can
be made. It’s satisfying to wear clothing that isn’t from the
usual big brand houses that are now so the norm. The instantly
unique nature of Hutch SUP Wear’s threads is what sets this
gear apart.

As the brand says: ‘Oceans, lakes, pools and rivers are filled
with long-lost sunglasses, but with buoyant Bamzoo Shades
you’ll never lose another pair to the deep.’

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

High quality clothes that are great for casually lounging, heading
to the beach or concrete sweeping antics, Hutch SUP Wear is a
uniquely identifiable UK based apparel company designed purely
for SUPers. With their range of designs and colour ways, finding
your Hutch SUP Wear flavour is super easy and we thoroughly
recommend them.

Stylish, hand crafted sunglasses with polarised lenses, Bamzoo
shades are great for paddlers wanting a floating pair of sunnies to
ward off winter sun or protect from SUP holiday tropical glare.
Lightweight and comfortable to wear, they’re a worthy addition to
any SUPers accessory box.
Price: £50

Price: £13-£43

NEPTUNE MACH #2 SURF SUP

Our Mach #2 Surf SUP is a more dedicated Surf SUP (answers in the name
really) it's great when the chop turns into something a bit heavier and will keep
you out there on those lovely days of playing on glassy waves.
http://www.neptunesups.com info@neptunesups.com 07914 591796

£629
Including our carbon
adjustable paddle
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We’ve been wearing the Hutch grey logo hoodie and Sanbanks
T for the last few months. In particular the hoody has seen a lot
of use when out land paddling, chilling or at the beach getting
ready for a SUP session. Offering a warm and cosy feel, it’s a
snuggly piece of apparel that compliments Hutch’s range of Tshirts. The T has also been put to good use during a recent
overseas trip.

Due to the buoyant nature of bamboo, Bamzoo sunnies will
float rather than sink like a stone – so wearers will have no
issue if they disappear overboard when sweeping. Simply
wait for them to float to the surface, retrieve and once again
look fly!

kg ie t a r

Hand crafted beauty –
Bamzoo sunnies

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Shoot yourself (on a budget) –
Fatstick SJ4000 action cam

Roaming free –
Contour ROAM 3 action cam

w w w. s u p d i re c t . c o . u k

w w w. c o n t o u rs h o p . c o m

Ignoring the fact the SJ4000
looks remarkably similar to
another familiar action cam,
we were intrigued to check
out what all the fuss was
about. Having done research
prior to getting hold of one
from Fatstick SUP, it seemed
opinions and thoughts were
mostly positive and as such
our interest was pricked.
Compact and lightweight, the SJ4000 has a number of settings
that will appeal to stand up paddlers. HD 1080p video will be the
preferred moving image option for many, although you can swap
to lesser pixels if needed. Starburst photo mode is also another
well-used feature on action cams and the same option is here.
The easy to navigate menu, even when in its waterproof housing,
makes changes swift and efficient. A sharp backlit LCD screen is
most welcome and allows paddlers to review their content, if they
wish, before uploading to laptops back at base – although be
aware that this will drain battery. A full charge will easily last for
an hour session, with the LCD going black to save more juice until
further use wakes it up.
Water housing is robust with the cam fitting snuggly. Spring
loaded buttons on the outside are chunky enough to locate
and use even with chilly fingers. They’re a little stiff to start
with but will loosen slightly after using a few times.
An extensive box of mounts is provided as standard, although
our personal preference is to use a Flymount (see previous
review – www.standuppaddlemag.co.uk/flymountreview.html)
or K4 Fins’ windsurfing harness. The mounts supplied are fine
but just not quite up to scratch for our needs.
Image and video quality is pretty good. If you’re a professional
videographer/photographer then you’ll no doubt have your
personal preferences and as such those familiar higher level
models from GoPro et el will probably fit the bill better. But
you’ll pay for it…
We used the SJ4000 across a variety of different SUP scenarios,
from flat water to waves, breezy to calm and bright to overcast.
Unsurprisingly the SJ4000 nabs the best quality vids and pics
when used in good light. Having said that it does work fine in
murkier conditions; results just won’t be quite as sharp and clear.

kg ie t a r

CONCLUSION

Contour disappeared from the action cam
scene for a while but are now back with a
bang – the brand’s ROAM 3 offering is blowing
up and gives another alternative to the
already busy action camera market.
Looking very distinct, the ROAM 3 is
cylindrical in shape offering an easy one
touch recording mechanism, laser leveller
and 180 degree rotating lens, and is without
water housing (it doesn’t need it).
There are a number of ways to attach the Contour during
paddling but we chose our standard method, which gives a
variety of shooting angles from the paddle.
With its simple slide-to-record mechanism, hitting go has never
been easier. The bullet like nature of the ROAM 3 also ensures
you always know what the lens is pointing at. Although we can
see the benefits of the laser leveller on land, the watery
environment doesn’t really lend itself to this feature. Having the
option of rotating the lens was welcome though.
The ROAM 3 isn’t the lightest of cameras when attached to
your paddle shaft, and it seems to perch quite high atop the
mount. That said, after a short while you forget it while
paddling, until the time comes to drop in and record.
The footage from the session in question was satisfying upon
inspection (www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ek9ZJUE_cXw). It’s
always a bit of gamble when you’re trying to shoot paddle
surfing, as results don’t always end up how you thought. In
this case though the ROAM 3 didn’t flatten off the wave size too
much (a common problem in the surf) and we were able to
capture a decent perspective and chunk of video action. The
easy record slider meant we didn’t have to wade through
endless footage of our feet either.

CONCLUSION
Contour’s ROAM 3 is a distinct looking action cam that has a
number of benefits over its nearest competitor. The slider record
button is super easy to use and gives the cam video function a
decent level of versatility. Not needing water housing is a nice
touch and the 180 degree rotating lens is funky. We weren’t so
taken with the photograph setting (particularly the burst function)
and the laser level doesn’t really work in the surf. Overall the
Contour is a nicely designed and easy to use waterproof action cam
that’s best suited to capturing vid footage.
Price: £189.99

Fatstick SUP’s SJ4000 is a decent quality action camera that will fit
most SUPers requirements perfectly. The price alone will ensure
this sells by the bucket load! If you’re looking for the best quality
then a higher level (more expensive) product will be preferred. For
everyone else? We can’t fault the SJ4000 and we love it and are
using them to help us with our kit reviews. To check out the video
quality head to www.youtube.com/watch?v=NejiWwaVhk&list=UUzXpebxEvP5W1FFjTHjcaPQ
Price: £59
Info: www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstick-shop/4584165157/1080p-hdsj4000-sport-camera/8873952
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